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"WE ARE BEING CHARGED FOR
STAFFING LEVELS THAT ARE JUST
NOT BEING PROVIDED"
IATA'S RAFAEL SCHVARTZMAN

ALL THE RIGHT INFORMATION IN ONE PLACE
MAKES IT EASY TO NAVIGATE THE AIRPORT.
THAT’S WHY OUR ONECONTROL SYSTEM PUTS
ALL THE INFORMATION AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
NEED ONTO A SINGLE SCREEN.

By bringing silo systems onto one screen, ADB SAFEGATE OneControl
eases ATC workload, improves situational awareness and helps
maintain the highest airport safety and efﬁciency. OneControl does
more than simply combine ATC tower systems onto one screen. It
smartly integrates their functions, provides a consistent user interface
and brings new capabilities such as advanced safety net solutions,
integrated workﬂow support and enhanced routing and guidance.
OneControl’s intelligence ensures controllers get the vital information
they need, clearly and at the right time, without distraction.
www.adbsafegate.com
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Editorial

Welcome to the completely rebooted Skyway magazine. We
wanted to involve our stakeholders much more in the content, to
look outwards and cover exciting aviation developments across
Europe – and if you have great ideas for articles the editorial team
would love to hear from you.
This edition is focused on the Challenges of Growth report,
which we have updated to look forward to 2040. For me,
Challenges of Growth is invaluable as it provides a rare, objective
attempt to think big and boldly look forward, beyond the
immediate problems and challenges that take up so much of
our time. After all, decision-makers can only take those major
investment decisions, such as whether and when to expand the
infrastructure at an airport, if they have a solid understanding of
likely future developments and requirements over the decades
to come.
This year the Challenges of Growth exercise is particularly
interesting because it demonstrates just how much we in the
aviation world have to do. Now, the report is not forecasting
particularly rapid growth – the base scenario is for growth of just
1.9% a year from now to 2040, which is fairly modest, though we
expect 3% growth in 2019 and 2.5% between 2018 and 2024. But
where Challenges of Growth does shine a valuable spotlight is
on some very concrete challenges that lie ahead for all sectors of
European aviation.
Simply speaking, it’s all about capacity. Let’s put that future
growth into context and factor in what has happened in 2018 as a
whole. Since the start of the year, we’ve seen a substantial growth
in traffic – as of mid-October, the network has grown by 3.7%,
meaning we’ve had 8.9 million flights. Delays are also up – the
average en-route delay is currently at 1.97 minutes per flight, an
increase of 94.7% compared to the same period last year, and in
total we’ve had 17.5 million minutes of en-route delay, up 101%
compared with the same period last year.
So the question all of us need to ask is: given that we are already
struggling to manage demand for capacity in the short term in
many areas, how will we manage it in the longer term? What do
we need to do, how long will it take and how much will it cost?
There are some positive signs. The Network Manager / 4 ACC
initiative for example was able to avoid 5 million minutes of
delay in 2018 – that’s a huge saving of €500 million to industry.
But this wasn’t enough to get the delays down to the target of
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"So the question all of us need to ask is:
given that we are already struggling to
manage demand for capacity in the short
term in many areas, how will we manage it
in the longer term?"
0.5 minutes per flight set under the Performance Scheme. We are
already planning for 2019, working with our partners at CANSO
and the airlines to put in place new measures that we hope will
go some way to addressing the capacity shortfall in the short
term.
For the longer term, we are seeing a lot of good work coming
out of SESAR. Projects are being prioritised for implementation
based on the need to improve performance, and that’s a must. But
even with new technology, we need to invest in the future. That is
why we welcome the current progress towards EUROCONTROL’s
renomination as Network Manager for another two Reference
Periods. That will provide the Agency with a solid basis on which
we can build future systems to keep the network as efficient as
possible.
If we’re to tackle the challenges, however, we all need to play our
part. Unless we take collective and rapid action, aviation will
not be able to live up to the promise made to European citizens.
Without prompt and decisive action, we could be looking at a
future in which millions of passengers simply cannot fly because
there aren’t enough runways to land on, while the network comes
under increasing strain. Many airports are already operating
at close to capacity for much of the day, while the network is
becoming seriously congested, with much less resilience, more
delays and less efficient trajectories. None of us want to see
outcomes like these.
We at EUROCONTROL are committed to playing our part on
an operational level as well as reaching out to all industry
partners and stakeholders to try and make sure that the worstcase scenario set out in Challenges of Growth doesn’t happen.
Together I know we can do it.

Eamonn Brennan

Director General of EUROCONTROL
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News from the Aviation Network

NEWS

FROM THE AVIATION NETWORK

EUROPEAN NETWORK OF U-SPACE
DEMONSTRATORS GOES LIVE

DFS USES EAD FOR ITS
PRE-FLIGHT INFORMATION SERVICE

On 19 October 2018, EU Transport Commissioner Violeta
Bulc launched the European Network of U-space Demonstrators at an event in Antwerp.

In September 2018, the German service provider DFS
started using the European AIS Database's (EAD) preflight information service, in addition to using it for
flight plan management and for publishing national
NOTAMs.

The network will become a forum to share knowledge
on how to keep drone operations safe, secure and green.
It focuses on “U-space”: a system that connects all
drones flying in the air and that makes all drones visible
for authorities and citizens.
EUROCONTROL is part of the cell supporting the network to develop concrete material for U-space projects,
together with EASA and SJU.

FEAST CELEBRATES 50TH
USER ORGANISATION
CAAS, Singapore's national aviation authority and air
navigation service provider, confirms its plans to implement the First European Air Traffic Controller Selection
Tool (FEAST), as its official ATCO selection tool.
Following the signing of the licence agreement, CAAS
has become the 50th FEAST User organisation. FEAST is
now used in 40 countries with Singapore being the third
non-European user together with Dubai Air Navigation
Services and NAV Canada.

The EAD service delivers cost benefits for DFS while ensuring that a high-quality service is maintained.
A single, centralised aeronautical data repository, EAD
offers a fully integrated Aeronautical Information Service (AIS) system, which uses international standards
and has rigorous data-quality checking procedures, including clearly defined validation and verification processes.
EAD was the first pan-European AIS provider to be certified under the Single European Sky legislation in December 2016. It was this certification which prompted
DFS to use EAD for its pre-flight information services.

News from the Aviation Network

VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
FOR THE FUTURE

NATS COMMITS TO
RENEWABLE ENERGY

The Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre (MUAC) is
the first in Functional Airspace Block Europe Central
(FABEC) to use the New-generation Voice Communication System, N-VCS.

From April 2019, more than 90% of the electricity and
gas used across NATS’ main sites are set to be green
energy, obtained from Biomethane and non-fossil fuel
sources. This change is part of a wider piece of work to
make NATS’ estate as environmentally friendly as possible – including a reduction in plastic use, encouraging
eco-friendly travel options and seeking to minimise all
types of waste.

Built by Frequentis, it is, they say, the fastest VCS on the
market, with the ability to share workloads and management responsibilities.
The system is connected to MUAC’s radio direction
finder system where it helps with situation awareness by
determining which aircraft is calling and then displaying this on screen. More features that can be accessed
via the screen will be added later to improve safety and
ease controller workload.

By switching to renewable gas and electric suppliers,
NATS predicts annual savings of approximately 21,223
tonnes of CO2.

DIGITAL BACKBONE TO
STRENGTHEN SES
TAKING THE NECESSARY STEPS TO
A MORE GENDER-BALANCED AND
DIVERSE AVIATION WORKFORCE
Pursuant to the ICAO 39th General Assembly Resolution A39-30, the South African Civil Aviation Authority
(SACAA) hosted the first ever Global Aviation Gender
Summit in Cape Town, South Africa, from 8 to 10 August, to mobilise the global aviation community to accelerate gender equality in aviation.
Organised in collaboration with UNESCO, the summit
aimed to bring together the global air transport community in identifying concrete actions to accelerate gender
equality in a highly specialised sector and in establishing partnerships to support the coordination and implementation of these actions.
At EUROCONTROL, we support these goals and are
committed to improving gender diversity across all corners of aviation. We see this initiative as an opportune
moment to join the conversation and showcase some of
the steps we are taking towards a fairer future for all.

On 30 September 2018, the A6 Alliance of air navigation service providers and EUROCONTROL launched an
inclusive industry-wide discussion among operational
stakeholders on how best to establish a “digital backbone” to underpin the Europe-wide systems and technology developments supporting the move towards a
Single European Sky (SES).
Roberta Neri, Chair of the A6 Alliance, said: “Our industry needs to rely increasingly on automated sharing, merging
and presenting of information from diverse sources. Digitalising our business end-to-end will support incrementally
improved operational performance adding great value to our
airline customers. To achieve this important goal we need
a coordinated approach. The White Paper, introducing the
concept of an “SES Digital Backbone” and its collaborative
and inclusive governance, is a first step towards achieving a
consensus in our industry on how best to do that.”
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News from the Aviation Network

AIRSPACE EFFICIENCY
IMPROVEMENTS BY NATS
AND FABEC STATES RESULT
IN LOWER FUEL BURN AND
EMISSIONS FOR AIRLINES
ENTRY POINT NORTH
PROVIDES TRAINING IN
BRUSSELS AS A JOINT VENTURE
WITH BELGOCONTROL,
SEPTEMBER 2018

NEW IAA AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOWER AT DUBLIN AIRPORT
SET TO FACILITATE PARALLEL
RUNWAY OPERATIONS BY 2021.
IT WILL BE ONE OF THE TALLEST
STRUCTURES IN IRELAND

SWEDEN'S VISBY
AIRPORT ANNOUNCES
ITS OPERATIONS ARE
NOW FOSSIL-FREE

FAA CELEBRATES 60YEAR ANNIVERSARY,
SEPTEMBER 2018

MORE EFFICIENT AND
QUIETER APPROACHES
AT FRANKFURT AIRPORT
IN THE EARLY MORNING

NAV PORTUGAL
JOINS THE COOPANS
ALLIANCE,
SEPTEMBER 2018

SCHIPHOL IS
CONNECTED WITH
THE EUROPEAN
NETWORK VIA CDM

ENAIRE OPERATES MORE
THAN 632,000 FLIGHTS IN
SUMMER 2018 - A 3.9% INCREASE
ON PREVIOUS YEAR

EUROPEAN UNION OFFICIALLY
OPENS ITS AVIATION COOPERATION
EU-LAC (LATIN AMERICA AND
CARIBBEAN COOPERATION ON
CIVIL AVIATION) FIELD OFFICE
IN COSTA RICA, OCTOBER 2018

COCESNA STATES SIGN STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS AGREEMENT
WITH ROHDE & SCHWARZ,
HONDURAS, SEPTEMBER 2018

ENAV ANNOUNCES
THE ADOPTION OF
DATA-LINK ACROSS
THE ENTIRE ITALIAN
AIRSPACE ABOVE
8,700 METRES

AFRICAN ANSPs AGREE TO
SUPPORT ATFM INITIATIVES
DURING CANSO
AFRICA CONFERENCE
IN MOMBASA,
SEPTEMBER 2018

NEW FABEC PROCEDURES OPTIMISE
AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT OVER
THE ALPS IN ADVERSE WEATHER
CONDITIONS, SEPTEMBER 2018

Watching
over one
is already an
achievement
August, 25th 2018

7.337 managed
flights
This summer we have reached
a record-breaking 430,000 flights during
July and August, and the traffic is
constantly growing. The Tourism,
airlines and airports count on us.
Thanks to our air traffic controllers,
operations technicians, maintenance
technicians, engineers,
and administrative and service
personnel.

Data
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DATA
FLIGHT SHARE BY MARKET SEGMENT
Total number of flights (January - August 2018)
(% growth on 2017)

Source: EUROCONTROL Statfor

4.7%

Traditional Scheduled 3,851,000 (52.2%)
Low-cost 2,229,000 (30.2%)

1.6%

7,373,000
Total flights in ECAC

1.8% Business aviation 498,000 (6.8%)
17.4% Charter 298,000 (4.0%)
0.8% Other* 275,000 (3.7%)

% growth on 2017

0.2% All-cargo 222,000 (3.0%)

3.7%

* Includes "Non Classified" and "Military"

BUSIEST 10 AIRPORTS

TOTAL NUMBER
OF FLIGHTS IN
2018 (ROUNDED)

Total Arrivals & Departures (January - August 2018)
(% growth on 2017)

1

4
10

3

2

7
6

8
9

5

% GROWTH
ON 2017

1

Amsterdam Schiphol

342,000

0.2%

2

Frankfurt

340,000

8.3%

3

Paris CDG

324,000

0.1%

4

London Heathrow

319,000

0.3%

5

Istanbul Ataturk

306,000

2.8%

6

Madrid

271,000

5.3%

7

Munich

271,000

0.9%

8

Barcelona

225,000

3.5%

9

Rome Fiumicino

205,000

2.0%

10

London Gatwick

192,000

-1.3%

Data

Top 5 airports
per market
segment
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Traditional scheduled

1

Total Arrivals & Departures in
January-August 2018

1

(% growth on 2017)

London Heathrow

0.0%

2

Frankfurt

291,000

5.5%

3

Istanbul Ataturk

262,000

5.8%

4

Paris CDG

250,000

-0.3%

5

Amsterdam

238,000

0.6%

Low-cost

Business aviation

1

Barcelona

150,000

2

London Gatwick

3

Paris Le Bourget

34,000

3.8%

1

130,000

-6.9%

2

Nice

25,000

0.0%

London Stansted

112,000

6.2%

3

Geneva Cointrin

22,000

1.7%

4

Istanbul Gokcen

90,000

3.9%

4

London Luton

18,000

-3.3%

5

Manchester

89,000

-2.7%

5

Farnborough

18,000

12.2%

Charter2

1

2

303,000

Antalya

6.0%

All-cargo

39,000

21.1%

1

Leipzig

31,000

17.3%

2

Moscow Domodedovo

9,000

7.8%

2

Paris CDG

22,000

2.6%

3

Warsaw

9,000

34.4%

3

Cologne Bonn

18,000

-1.8%

4

Kiev Borispol

9,000

11.4%

4

Liege

17,000

8.0%

5

Hurghada

9,000

66.0%

5

East Midlands

17,000

14.9%

Helicopter flights were removed for this ranking and out of area airports include only European flights
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THE 2018
CHALLENGES OF
GROWTH STUDY
A FORECAST THAT NO-ONE
WANTS TO COME TRUE
By 2040 there will be 1.5 million flights more in demand
than can be accommodated, with between 16 and 28 airports
working at maximum capacity

For EUROCONTROL experts working in the Statistics and
Forecasts (STATFOR) department the most recent Challenges
of Growth study is a rather peculiar document. It is one of the
very few forecasts that they all hope will be wildly inaccurate.
Because the picture it paints is so bleak (see "The three key
challenges for 2040" p.13) that it is as much a call-for-action
as a statistical forecast. But although the conclusions are
troubling, they are also based on compelling evidence (see
"Accurate forecasts require collaborative approach", p.16):
this will be the future unless remedial action is taken now by
both politicians and the aviation industry.
“What we’re saying is we have to work to make sure that the forecast doesn’t happen,” says Dr David Marsh, Head of the Forecasts
and Network Intelligence Unit. “Because it is not a network that
anyone would want to manage. It goes entirely against the
direction that governments, regulators, civil aviation authorities
and the industry itself is moving in; increasingly they aim to
improve the passenger experience. We forecast an experience
that will be, frankly, rubbish."

“Currently on a summer’s day fewer than 50,000 passengers of
the two or three million who fly are delayed by one to two hours,”
says Dr Marsh. “But it’s pretty clear that we will be moving to a
situation where, with a significant number of airports working to
their maximum capacity, any small deviation from plan causes an
avalanche of knock-on delays which will make it very difficult for
the system to recover. That’s why in our congestion modelling we
end up with these quite shocking figures of nearly half a million
passengers per day delayed by one to two hours.”
This rather pessimistic view of the future network is based
on a well-established calculation that the rates both of
economic growth (gross domestic product - GDP) and hence
passenger demand growth (see Table 1 p.14) will continue
to decelerate. Over the 20 years before the economic crisis
of 2008, the number of flights in Europe doubled from 5
million instrument flight rules (IFR) movements in 1988 to 10
million in 2008. But the economic downturn of 2008, though
dramatic in the sudden fall in flight numbers, was part of a
much longer trend of falling annual percentage growth
rates. This, say forecasters, will continue as slower rates of
economic growth, increasing fuel prices and congestion at
airports will slow the annual air traffic growth rate in Europe
even further.

Cover Story
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THE THREE KEY CHALLENGES FOR 2040
Delivering current airport
capacity plans is already
a challenge, but they will fall
1.5 million flights short
of demand. More capacity
is needed at airports in
17 different States.

Even with 1.5 million flights lost
to the capacity gap, a typical
summer day in 2040 will have 16
airports as congested as Heathrow
is now. That will push total
network delays to an average of
20 minutes per flight. It will be a
challenge to provide an adequate
quality of service, day in, day out
in these circumstances.

For many social commentators this prognosis appears at first
sight to be counter-intuitive. What about the globe-trotting
millennial generation and its need to fly further and more
often than any previous generation? What about the impact
of new low-cost, long-haul airline business models? What
about the number of remotely piloted air systems (RPAS),
or drones, that will be turning the sky black in the next few
years, according to some forecasts? Or the cyclical nature of
the industry itself – which means after recovering from the
2008 downturn we should now be set for several years of
rising demand?
“We have seen the arguments about millennials being more likely
to fly than the previous generation and whether or not the market
is becoming more mature,” says Dr Marsh. “It’s a complicated
picture and we are planning to work with the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) International
Transport Forum to run an expert workshop on the subject.
But, ultimately, the data are clear: percentage growth rates are
declining. We think there are some upside risks to this and in
the report we have developed four scenarios, which feature the
highest as well as the most likely scenarios. At the moment we’re
cresting the peak of an economic cycle and we’re doing quite well
but there’s probably a downturn coming, followed by another
upturn. That’s just the way the cycles work.”

Climate change will damage
aviation infrastructure, alter
patterns of passenger demand,
and lead to more disruption
of daily operations. Industry
recognises the need for
adaptation, but only half of
organisations have begun to plan.

In terms of low-cost, long-haul flights the STATFOR view is
that there are limits to exactly how low these fares can go
given the costs involved and therefore long-haul airlines will
not be able to offer the scale of discounts that short-haul lowcost carriers have done. And as for drones, the forecasters
believe the vast majority of drone operations will be catered
for outside instrument flight rule (IFR) airspace. If new, larger
cargo drones become available they are likely to be one-forone replacements with cargo aircraft – therefore not adding
dramatically to the overall numbers – but if they start to
replace lorries then the additional daily 100 drone flights a
day in controlled airspace predicted for in 2040 (up from six
a day in 2017) could rise to 1,000.

Cover Story
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Even with slower annual average growth rates, the network
– airports and air traffic management infrastructure – will be
under intense pressure by 2040. The 2008 economic crisis
and its aftermath forced airports and air navigation service
providers (ANSPs) to cut back on their capacity enhancement
plans, but with traffic rising once more these programmes
are being rolled out again – 111 airports are planning a 16%
increase in capacity which will deliver 4 million more runway
movements. Crucially this growth is focused on the top 20
airports, which are planning growth of 28%, or 2.4 million
runway movements.
“In our 2013 Challenges of Growth study, we found many plans
had been shelved or ditched because the traffic just wasn’t there;
people didn’t have confidence in growth and financing wasn’t as
available as it had been five years earlier,” says Dr David Marsh.
“So in terms of the plans for capacity that was a step back. What
we’ve seen now in a later survey is that the scale of the plans has
increased again. So we’re beginning to look towards growth,
which is good, and it is better targeted.”
It will still not be enough. By 2040, according to the Challenges
of Growth report, there will be 1.5 million flights more in
demand than can be accommodated, which represents 16%
of the total demand figure, with between 16 and 28 airports
working at maximum capacity. STATFOR experts modelled
six different mitigations – apart from new runways – of which
the most promising were the developments under the Single
European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) Wave 1, which target
busy airports at peak hours. These developments could reduce
the most-likely capacity gap by 28% in 2040, if they can be
successfully deployed.
The gap of 1.5 million flights is the equivalent of seven to
eight new runways – so the answer is simple: build eight new
runways and all the demand can be accommodated.
“Unfortunately, that won’t work,” says Dr Marsh, “because the
capacity squeeze is spread out across 17 different countries.

EU Flight Growth

EU GDP Growth

Table 1: Economic and flight growth continue in tandem, but both are slowing

-10%

Runways can only be part of the solution. You probably need a twomenu approach for airports – first, a shared menu of best practice,
good ideas and initiatives and second, each airport having its own
menu, a flexible or agile approach to capacity planning involving
many initiatives which can be introduced over short horizons when
the need arises. I think the idea of having a fixed-capacity plan for
the next 10 or 15 years and running with it is hard to justify these
days.”
An agile approach to capacity planning will be even more
important over the next few years as a changing climate
will mean traditional travel patterns could soon face major
disruption. Changes in weather patterns will change
passengers’ views on when and where they go on holiday.
While nearly 90% of the organisations who took part in the
Challenges of Growth survey said they accepted that climate
change would impact their business, only around half said
they had started to plan for this. More work will be needed to
find out why not more planning has taken place.
But while the June 2018 Challenges of Growth study has
concentrated on the airport capacity challenge, technical
annexes to be published late in the year will examine the enroute capacity issues and the climate change implications.
“The capacity challenge is essentially a network challenge,” says Dr
Marsh. “We are saying that if you want to pile 3,000 extra flights a
day into the continent’s most congested airspace and airports, it is
hard to see how that can be done. We’ve had 10 years with very little
growth and now we’re getting a small amount of the growth. The
delays we’ve got this year are really very high as a result. If we
can’t handle 3-4% growth without increasing delays how are we
going to cope with 53%?”

Dr David Marsh

Head of the Forecasts and Network
Intelligence Unit, EUROCONTROL
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WHAT WILL 2040 BE LIKE
FOR AVIATION IN EUROPE?

THE LATEST EUROCONTROL CHALLENGES OF GROWTH STUDY HAS ANSWERS

FLIGHT
GROWTH

=
53%
2017-2040
LACK OF AIRPORT
CAPACITY MEANS:

16.2
M
FLIGHTS/YEAR
2040

1.5M
160M
FLIGHTS & PASSENGERS
WILL BE UNABLE TO FLY

MOR E D E L A Y S

7X

NUMBER OF FLIGHT
DELAYED 1-2 HOURS

50,000

470,000

2016

2040

PASSENGERS DELAYED

12

PASSENGERS DELAYED

63%
MIN/
FLIGHT

2016

SUMMER
DELAYS

20

MIN/
FLIGHT

2040

IN THE AIR

4

COUNTRIES*
WILL EACH SEE
MORE THAN

3,000
ADDITIONAL
FLIGHTS/DAY

* FRANCE, GERMANY, TURKEY, AND THE UNITED KINGDOM
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ACCURATE FORECASTS
REQUIRE COLLABORATIVE
APPROACH
EUROCONTROL’s Statistics and Forecasts (STATFOR) team employ leading-edge
statistical techniques to provide accurate metrics to measure current ATM trends
and future European network and airport traffic
Many European aviation industry professionals believe we are
entering a new era of uncertainty – new airline business models,
more extreme weather, new airspace users (such as remotely
piloted air system operators), a growing potential for global
trade wars and new political movements which threaten the
established political consensus. All these elements have direct
and indirect influences on the aviation industry in Europe. So
how confident should we be in the air traffic forecasts which
underpin the Challenges of Growth study?

After STATFOR team members have plugged the AAT into
the main forecasting tool, they organise a workshop with
experts from civil aviation authorities, air navigation service
providers (ANSPs) and other authorities to discuss possible
scenarios. Other data sources – such as fuel price predictions –
are also loaded and then the output is discussed and debated.
The process of elaborating and agreeing different scenarios
in the 20-year forecast is of key importance to producing a
robust outcome.

“The forecast is not a single truth, it’s a span of values,” says Dr
Claire Leleu, STATFOR Forecasting Manager. “It has to be
viewed in the context of the different scenarios which feature in
the business plans of different stakeholders. Even if we could have
a perfect economic forecast of the future, which doesn't exist, there
would still be room for error.”

Considering all its forecasts produced since 1990, STATFOR’s
forecasts have been 72% more accurate than the benchmark
forecast (or “same-as-last-year growth”) and although direct
comparison is very difficult, STATFOR forecasts have been
consistently more accurate than those of the US Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). While the focus in this
performance assessment is the seven-year forecast, that's the
starting point for the 20-year forecast used in Challenges of
Growth, so it's good to know the foundation is secure.

That said, STATFOR’s record of forecasting has been
remarkably good in recent years and the latest forecasts have
been made even more robust by the addition of new tools.
The most recent Challenges of Growth flight forecasts have
been enhanced with the addition of the Aircraft Assignment
Tool (AAT) developed collaboratively by EUROCONTROL, the
European Commission and the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA), which assigns an aircraft type to each flight.
This allows forecasters to more accurately measure future
airport capacity levels, given the overall increase in passenger
numbers. The outputs are passed on to EUROCONTROL
environment and network teams to more fully understand
future emission levels and potential bottlenecks, delay
related, within the overall air traffic management network.
In the 2013 version of Challenges of Growth, forecasts were
based on more general calculations of average numbers of
passengers per flight, but now that specific aircraft can be
assigned to each flight, this should improve the quality of the
forecast. While passenger flights account for around 86%
of all flights in the network, a more accurate understanding
of the impact on network capacity by business aviation and
cargo flights is now possible with the AAT.

STATFOR team members ensure that forecasts are closely
measured against actual performance and that the forecasting
methodology is constantly refined and updated. They meet
statisticians from companies operating in different sectors
– coatings, clothing, chocolate, but also aviation sectors
such as cargo and aircrew planning – within the Vlerick
Forecasting Research Centre to exchange best-practice ideas
on forecasting techniques, the impact of human judgment
and best-practice procedures. “Our level of error tends to be
very small compared to others,” according to Dr Leleu. “They
can have errors up to 20% while from our side a typical error on
average for a large State such as Germany is about 2.3% variance
to the actual value up to seven years. This is very low.”
STATFOR method of forecasting involves a process of continual enhancement.
“We have long-term experience in forecasting,” says Dr Leleu.
“We gain on what we have learned in the past and our statistical
software toolbox is stable and reliable. But we also have the
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flexibility to add new States, bring improvements to some
components or inputs – so it’s a process of constant improvement.”
Another new feature of the latest forecasts is the inclusion
of remotely piloted air systems (RPAS), or drones, in traffic
forecasts. The starting point for this forecast was the 2016
study by the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR)
Joint Undertaking (SJU). However, to get more precise
information about the potential drone numbers flying in
instrument flight rules (IFR) airspace above Member States,
STATFOR also produced a survey. The latter was shared
widely with ANSPs and civil/military aviation authorities for
their comments and opinions.
“The outcome is a forecast which tells us about the additional
number of drones which we could see,” says Dr Leleu. “Implicitly,
we see that some of the aircraft which are flying could be replaced
by drones on a one-to-one basis, but on top of that we have
assessed there could be around 100 flights a day in addition
operating in the airspace by 2040, mostly in the field of search
and rescue, complementing military aircraft operations. The
average six drone flights we see today in IFR airspace are mainly
military. If you look at additional activities, we could see up to
1,000 drones a day in the very optimistic case. These numbers
are lower than some might expect, but our focus is on currently
controlled airspace, rather than very low-level flights."
The key to the robustness of STATFOR’s forecasting
performance is the wealth of data uniquely available to
EUROCONTROL. Using Network Manager (NM) data along
with new sources of data from cooperative stakeholders,
STATFOR forecasters can produce detailed forecast datasets
of market segments, flight numbers, en-route and terminal
service units and accurate airport traffic volumes. Including
the capacity plans from individual airports is an important
part of being able to derive a realistic measure of future
capacity constraints.
Airport capacity metrics are also derived from the Airport
Capacity team, part of NM's Airport Unit, which has been
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monitoring capacity levels for 10 years at more than 100
airports which cooperate in providing sometimes highly
confidential capacity estimates. The data is then validated by
ANSPs, civil aviation authorities and the airports themselves.
“Our forecasts are entirely objective,” says Dr Leleu. “All States
are treated equally. One of our main added values is that we are
not basing forecasts on demand, nor the dreams of the marketing
department, but on what can be realistically offered.”
It is vital to have robust methodologies in place as STATFOR
forecasts are the core enabler to a wide range of other
EUROCONTROL future-planning activities – airport capacity,
environmental impact and mitigation, and network capacity
enhancements among them.
“Of course, there are limits to what we can predict,” says Dr Claire
Leleu, “and we measure our forecasts to see whether there was
a deviation, how much it was and what we can do to improve.
Sometimes we have an unexpected event which we can do nothing
about, but we are essentially engaged in a process of continual
improvement.”

“The forecast is not a single
truth, it’s a span of values”
Dr Claire Leleu

STATFOR Forecasting Manager,
EUROCONTROL
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A NETWORK WHICH IS
OPERATING AT THE EDGE OF
ITS MAXIMUM CAPACITY
EUROCONTROL experts have modelled how the European ATM network will
function in 2040 and the results are concerning: Europe will have an air traffic
network operating at the edge of its maximum capacity

Airports are part of a much wider aviation infrastructure and
one of the key elements of the Challenges of Growth study
has been to analyse the impact on airports of European air
traffic management (ATM) network-derived delays as a result
of 2040 air travel demand – and the impact on the network of
airport-derived delays.
The results of this work are concerning, especially for airlines
committed to improving passenger service levels (see The
European ATM Network in 2040).
“We have modelled network operations in 2040 to look at the
impact on the network and we have calculated that (total) delays
will increase from around 12 minutes per flight today to 20
minutes per flight – an increase of more than 50%,” says Hamid
Kadour, a EUROCONTROL Network Operations expert. “With
this increase in demand the network will be totally saturated. Any
disturbance which might disrupt operational flows will put the
network under extreme pressure. With a high level of delays, the
network will not be able to recover from this and the delays will
propagate throughout the day.”
Airports are part of a much wider aviation infrastructure and
one of the key elements of the Challenges of Growth study
has been to analyse the impact on airports of European ATM
network-derived delays as a result of 2040 air travel demand
– and the impact on the network of airport-derived delays.
The EUROCONTROL Network Manager (NM) is responsible
for ensuring the smooth flow of air traffic throughout the
continent, so that no airspace area or airport is suddenly
overloaded. Flow management experts have modelled future
predicted traffic levels’ impact on the network, taking the two
busiest months of the year, August and September, as a sample.

THE EUROPEAN
ATM NETWORK
IN 2040
1.5 MILLION
Unaccommodated flights

6.2 MIN./FLIGHT AVERAGE DELAY
Average delay climbs from 1.2 minutes per flight
in summer 2016 to 6.2 in 2040

20.1 MIN./FLIGHT TOTAL DELAY
Total delay increases from 12.3 minutes per flight
in summer 2016 to 20.1 minutes on average

FLIGHTS DELAYED 60-120 MIN./FLIGHT
A significant increase in flights delayed by 60-120 minutes
with seven times more in 2040 than in 2016

470,000 PASSENGERS DELAYED/DAY
by one to two hours in 2040, compared to around
50,000 passengers today

16 AIRPORTS OPERATING AT 80%
or more of capacity for six consecutive hours
in 2040 – up from six airports in 2016
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“We have modelled network operations in 2040 to look at the
impact on the network; the tool we use has the unique capability
of modelling all the possible causes of delay which might happen
during a day of operations – from delays caused by passenger queues
in the terminal and problems with the baggage system to the impact
of flow management regulations and reactionary delays caused
by late arrival of an aircraft from an earlier flight,” says Hamid
Kadour. “More than 80% of the capacity of the top 20 airports will
be used for most of the operating day; over the whole network 16
airports will operate at 80% or more of capacity for six consecutive
hours. What we are seeing is a network which is operating at the
edge of its maximum capacity.”
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Between 2017 and 2040, flights will increase most
in what is already the most challenging airspace

It is not just the airports that will be facing saturation levels of
demand. Europe’s airspace will be heavily congested and the
most-likely forecast scenario suggests that the continent’s air
navigation service providers (ANSPs) will be facing a 50-80%
increase in en-route sector air traffic demand over current
levels with the number of flights rising from a daily average
of 32,000 today to around 52,000 by 2040. The European core
area will be under particular pressure with between 40% and
50% increase, but there will be new areas of airspace congestion emerging, especially in and around Turkey.
“All airspace in Europe will see significant increases in demand,”
says Hamid Kadour.
The modelling takes into account planned increases in
capacity on the ground and in the air. It assumes there will
be more controllers available to handle more flights and new
tools emerging from SESAR will work to increase the number
of flights a controller can safely handle at any one time. But
balancing ATM supply, demand and capacity will become
increasingly difficult and NM will need to apply more and more
flow management regulation, increasing the rate of flight
delays.
“NM will have to handle increasingly complex and congested
airspace and we will need to find new ways to manage this to
ensure controller workload will not become a safety issue,” says
Hamid Kadour.
As the study makes clear: “Airlines and airports adapt to a certain
level of congestion, with operating procedures, processes, schedules
and capital investment to provide a reasonable quality of service to
their passengers. However, it is hard to see how quality of service
could be maintained if average delays were nearly to double.”
The same challenges will apply to ANSPs and NM.
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“All airspace in Europe
will see significant
increases in demand”
Hamid Kadour

Network Operations expert,
EUROCONTROL
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AWARENESS IS
GROWING OF THE
IMPACT OF CLIMATE
CHANGE
The climate is changing and even if we continue to increase our
emissions-reduction programmes we will still need to take some sort of action
to combat its effects. But the key issues are: what action should we take
and when should we take it?
As part of the 2018 Challenges of Growth study, EUROCONTROL environmental experts carried out a
survey of European aviation stakeholders to understand what actions airports, air navigation service
providers (ANSPs), airlines and States had in place to address the impact of climate change. This
follows on from a similar survey carried out in 2013. The 2018 survey received more than 90 replies
(see Figure One), a much larger response than five years ago, with a clear majority of respondents
believing that climate change would indeed impact their businesses.
“What is most significant is that around a quarter of total respondents think that their businesses
are already being affected,” says Rachel Burbidge, Environment and Climate Change expert with
EUROCONTROL. “Some airports have already completed detailed studies and worked out comprehensive
adaptation strategies because of legislation or a clear need to take action. This could have been influenced by
the number of disruptive weather events in recent years. I would be cautious about attributing any of these
individual events to climate change, but because they are examples of events which are expected to grow in
occurrence and intensity with climate change, I think this has had an impact.”
But the survey, inevitably, has raised as many questions as it has answered. While 86% of respondents
said they expected at least some effect to their businesses from climate change only half (52%) reported
that they had begun to plan their adaptation responses, despite acknowledging that the impacts will
come within the current long-term infrastructure investment planning horizon. This is around the
same percentage as in 2013 – though the number of respondents has risen sharply.
“Some respondents said they don't have sufficient information to carry out a detailed risk assessment and put
adaptation measures in place,” says Rachel Burbidge. “Others say they do not have the resources available or
that it is a long-term issue.”
One of the main drivers behind the Challenges of Growth initiative is to raise a warning flag to airports
in particular to ensure investments are made in good time to prevent major disruptions to the air traffic
network at some time in the future.

Figure One: Survey results – action is needed but when and how is less clear
% of organisations that expect the impacts
of climate change to affect their business
between now and 2050

57% Yes

10% No

33% No official position

2013: 52%

% of organisations that consider adaptation
actions to reduce the impacts of climate
change may be necessary now or in the future

2013: 45%
86% Yes

% of organisations that have begun planning
for adaptation to climate change impact

14% No

52% Yes
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Aviation Impact

Temperature
Europe continues to warm more quickly than the global average:
Scandinavia more in Winter, southern Europe in Summer.

Aircraft performance
Seasonal and geographical changes in tourism demand patterns
Heat damage to infrastructure

Changes to Rain & Snow Patterns
Less snow overall, but heavier events
Less rain in the South, more in the North
More heavy rainfall events

Delays and cancellations
Flooding of airports and access routes
Change in snow clearance needs

Changes to Storm Patterns
More uncertainty in the climate modelling here, but increase in
frequency of strong and damaging storms

Delays, re-routing, increased fuel burn
Loss of en-route capacity
Convective weather affecting multiple airports simultaneously

Over longer term, sea level rise
Uncertainty over storm surges

Permanent or temporary loss of airport capacity,
infrastructure and access
Network disruption

Sea Level

Changes to Wind Patterns
Change in jet stream strength, position and curvature
Shifts in prevailing wind direction
Increase in extreme wind speeds in North and centre.

But more work is needed to understand the gap between
the real requirement for action and what is planned. The
Challenges of Growth Adapting Aviation to a Changing
Climate report identifies some of the generic challenges and
their impact on the wider aviation industry (see Table above).
“It is always an individual organisation's decision on what
adaptation measures are needed,” says Burbidge. “And this
will depend on a wide number of factors including resources and
individual circumstances. We can’t be too prescriptive; instead,
we need to find the right balance between promoting action and
implementing policies that meet the individual needs of airports.
Individual adaptation strategies will be based on what’s important
or critical for an organisation – geographical location and how
climate change is impacting their particular operations. For
example, coastal airports may need to take action against sea-level
rise while other airports may need to prepare for an increase in
heavy precipitation events and strong storms. Airports operating
close to capacity are finding that when they get hit by a disruptive
weather event then their time to recover can be longer.”
The two main scientific documents on climate change which
provide much of the understanding of the phenomenon are the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Assessment
Reports and the European Environment Agency (EEA) Climate
Change Impacts and Vulnerabilities report, both of which have
been updated since the last Challenges of Growth report in
2013. Their message is clear: over the medium and long term,
there will be changes to temperatures, to rain, snow, wind and
storm patterns and in the sea level. This will impact aviation
infrastructure, patterns of demand and daily operations.
These impacts include damage to infrastructure, delays and
disruption on the day of operation and changes to underlying
demand – when and where travellers will want to fly.
Air traffic control equipment designers, airport operations
staff and aircraft systems designers have become some of

Increase in clear air turbulence
Increased variability in trans-Atlantic times and routes
Crosswind changes affecting airport capacity
Operational disruption

the world’s most proficient experts at dealing with complex
technological challenges. They have found workable solutions
for almost every problem which is both quantifiable and
reasonably predictable – even human behaviour. But the
challenge of climate change offers new levels of complexity;
the scale of the challenge means it cannot be tackled by a silo
approach – there will need to be collaboration and coordination
across sectors.
“ANSPs and airports will need to develop their individual plans in
collaboration with other aviation stakeholders, local communities
and external transport and utility service operators,” says Rachel
Burbidge. “For example, transport links into and out of the airport
may be out of the airport operator’s control but can be impacted by
severe weather and this needs to be taken into account.”
The good news is that there are several examples now of
airports doing exactly this. UK airports, for example, have had
risk assessments done to develop their adaption strategies
required by legislation. The French civil aviation authority,
the DGAC, has developed a climate-change risk assessment
methodology for its airports. Norwegian ANSP and Airport
Operator Avinor has also carried out climate change risk
assessments for all of its airports.
For EUROCONTROL, its environmental experts are looking
at developing new training resources to work alongside
other aviation sector organisations. The key challenge now
is understanding better why so many aviation organisations
recognise there is an issue which will need to be addressed
but have done little, or nothing, to address it, and then finding
ways of moving from acknowledgement to action.

Rachel Burbidge

Environment and Climate Change expert,
EUROCONTROL
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CONGESTION MITIGATION
MEASURES WILL BE
UNABLE TO MEET THE
CAPACITY CHALLENGE
New runways, redesigned airspace, and new automated tools for controllers
will not be enough to provide the increased levels of capacity needed
in 2040 to meet air traffic demand
Closing the gap between future air traffic demand and
available capacity will require new levels of cooperation
between airports, airlines, air navigation service providers
(ANSPs) and government transport planning authorities. But
even if all the current capacity-enhancing plans were perfectly
applied – which is an extraordinarily complex task – this
would still not be enough to accommodate the forecast levels
of air traffic demand without dramatically increasing delays
and disruptions to airline schedules.

Analysts in the 20-year forecast annex (published in September
2018) have identified that the capacity squeeze is spread across
17 European countries and 23 different cities. Even if building
new runways could be a solution to reduce the congestion,
building 23 new runways is very unlikely. Mainly because
the States most impacted by congestion are close to densely
populated areas and surrounded by saturated airspace, so the
capability to build new infrastructure and add traffic to the
existing airspace will be limited.

That is one of the key messages of the June 2018 Challenges of
Growth report.

“Additional runways and infrastructure improvements will be part
of the solution even though we understand this will be increasingly
difficult to implement, given the environmental impact and the
fact that final decision makers are not always those who have
the strongest interest in air traffic,” says Dr Freville. In the 2040
forecast, nine additional runways are anticipated.

“We don’t expect any miracles,” says Dr Elsa Freville, Senior
Forecast Analyst at EUROCONTROL. “We will need a
combination of several solutions, which we call mitigations, to fill in
the capacity gap that we expect to have by 2040 (see Table on p.23).
We have analysed some combinations of these mitigations and the
best we got was a reduction of around 50% of the unaccommodated
demand. This combination includes some additional development
of high-speed train networks that would take over passengers from
the air transport sector. However, we did not evaluate all possible
combinations and there may exist different ways to implement the
individual mitigations than what we evaluated.”
The results of SESAR capacity-enhancing research, if perfectly
applied and targeted at the most congested airports, would
deliver the single largest capacity-enhancing measure of all
the individual mitigations.
“We believe these measures will add between 1.5% to 2% capacity
improvements overall,” says Dr Freville, “but because we targeted
and focused on the most congested airports when we analysed the
mitigation, the overall reductions are relatively large. Based on estimates from SESAR, if the concepts – a combination of navigation,
spacing and other capacity enhancing tools – are fully deployed
at the target airports by 2040, we expect the capacity gap to be
reduced by 28%.”

The report also suggests the “core traffic area” of Europe will
start spreading beyond its current limits.
“I think Turkey will become one of the most congested areas because
of the demand – it’s growing fast for domestic and international
services,” says Dr Freville. “Some of the developments planned
will be needed – although Turkey is a country with some degree of
uncertainty as to how soon the growth will arrive.”
It seems likely that with so many major hubs working at
maximum capacity by 2040 there will be growing pressure for
airlines to look at the smaller regional airports to develop their
route and service networks. Single-runway airports will be
urged to improve their maximum runway capacity limits and
low-cost services could strengthen their operations from local
secondary airports and develop fewer routes from major hubs.
But European airlines are unlikely to follow the Japanese
example and schedule 500-seat plus aircraft on busy shorthaul city pairs, say the report authors.
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MITIGATION OPPORTUNITIES
SESAR

Wave 1 of SESAR has a package of 10 improvements to increase airport capacity at peak times. The
SESAR target gains are around 7% in peak throughput. This gives around 1.5% increase in total
capacity across the 111 airports but, since they are focused on peak hours, the effect is to reduce the
1.5-million flights capacity gap by 28% in 2040.

Local Alternative

If airlines focus their growth away from the principal airport to avoid congestion, some 16% of the
capacity gap would be mitigated.

Consensus Benchmark

If single-runway airports could reach the upper quartile capacity of all single-runways, this would
reduce the capacity gap by 13%.

Schedule Smoothing

If airport slots at peak hours are unavailable, airlines could add capacity at other hours, reducing the
capacity gap by 11%.

Larger Aircraft

If larger aircraft on busy city pairs were more consistently used this would lead to an 8% reduction in
unaccommodated demand.

High-Speed Train Investment

If additional high-speed links on 43 city pairs with high levels of air traffic were developed it would
move more passengers from air to rail and reduce the capacity gap by 7%.

MOST-LIKELY SCENARIO

0%
-20%

SESAR
Improvements
-28%

Local
Alternatives

Consensus
Benchmark

Schedule
Smoothing

Larger
Aircraft

HST
Investments

-16%

-13%

-11%

-8%

-7%

-40%
“We haven’t seen anything like that in the trends though that could
contribute to the capacity issue,” says Dr Freville. “It’s still in an
investment for a company to buy or rent a 500-seat plus aircraft and
operating costs are significant. When we’ve looked at larger aircraft
we’ve looked at replacing the smallest aircraft with aircraft with a
200-seat limit with which there is still capacity to accommodate
more demand.”
It is important to anticipate where the capacity gaps will be,
to identify and implement the best combination of solutions
to reduce this gap. When it comes to adding capacity
to the European airport network nothing is simple and
EUROCONTROL has a unique capability to look across the
entire European network, on the ground and in the air, at the
congestion problem in all 41 Member States.

“We will need a
combination of several
solutions, which we call
mitigations, to fill in the
capacity gap”
Dr Elsa Freville

Senior Forecast Analyst,
EUROCONTROL
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THE AIRPORT CAPACITY
CRUNCH IS MORE THAN JUST
AN AVIATION CHALLENGE

Olivier Jankovec
Director General, Airports Council International - Europe

What do you believe are the main messages
for airports from the recent EUROCONTROL
Challenges of Growth study?

Do you think that the significance
of the capacity crunch is fully understood by
industry and policy setters?

I think the main message is quite clear – that the airport
capacity crunch is still upon us and that airport capacity will
remain a major challenge for the future of European aviation.
And beyond that, it is an important issue for the European
economy. Because aside from the much-degraded passenger
experience – due to increased delays and high cancellations
– the resulting inefficiencies, unmet demand and reduced
connectivity will ultimately translate into more than
€88 billion in lost economic activity by 2040. So the airport
capacity crunch is more than just an aviation challenge.

I think there is certainly understanding at the European Union
level. The aviation strategy that was adopted two years ago by
the European Commission clearly signals an acknowledgement
of the role of aviation for the European economy and within
that the critical issue of airport capacity. The problem is that
this is an area where the competence lies at local and national
levels and less with the EU. At both national and local levels
we have seen political forces over the past 10 years not being
supportive of developing airport capacity.

Although we are seeing trade wars escalate and more talk of
protectionism we still live in an interconnected and globalised
world. We have a structural rebalancing within the global
economy towards emerging and developing countries and
that means that Europe is going to be even more dependent on
its ability to trade with these regions. In that context, aviation
acquires a very strategic relevance for our economy because
if you want to sell your products in Shanghai, San Paulo and
Johannesburg you need aviation. And we also have in these
emerging economies a fast expanding middle class aspiring
to travel by air. This is translating in fast-growing incoming
tourist flows that are a significant source of wealth for Europe.
We must be able to tap into that potential.

Airport capacity is a highly sensitive political issue locally and
nationally and we’ve moved from the situation of 20 or 30 years
ago when Europe’s governments had a pretty good record of
long-term airport infrastructure planning to a situation now
where there is very little long-term planning.
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So what can we do?
Are there any new ideas about how to
increase airport capacity while controlling
the environmental footprint?
First we must make sure we’re getting everything we can from
what we have, and that’s something that all our members
are focused on. The other element which is important here
– and often overlooked – is the business transformation of
airports. The fact that airports have transformed from mere
infrastructure providers – supported by public finances and
part of the national administration – to being multi-faceted
businesses in their own right has come with a greater focus
on efficiencies across the board. Today, more than 50% of our
members have private shareholders and we do have pretty
stringent EU State aid rules which have curbed public financing
into airports. Airport shareholders, whether private or public,
now expect a return on their airport investment. All this –
along with the fact that airport competition has developed
– means that airports have a strong focus on efficiencies and
cost containment, both as regards operational expenditures
and capital investments.
I don’t think you can accuse Europe’s airports of over-investing,
or of not trying to make the most of the capacity that they
have. It’s a clear business imperative for them – squeezing the
lemon, extracting the most they can from the capacity they
have, but without compromising on service quality. Airports
have also become much more focused on delivering a positive
passenger experience, because that’s part of their brand, their
own competitive position and is linked to revenue generation
opportunities. There is a direct link between the level of
passenger satisfaction and how much passengers spend at an
airport.
So for us squeezing the lemon is a must. But in the end,
that’s not really addressing future congestion, it’s just about
managing congestion better.
When you look at all operational stakeholders at the airport
they still largely operate in silos. There’s been progress with
collaborative decision-making (CDM) and trying to align more
between operational stakeholders but I don’t think we’re there
yet.
The biggest wins will come from technology and digitalisation
which will force operational transparency. Transparency
obliges you to cooperate as everything is there for all to see.
You have increased data available that allows you to work on
making processes more efficient. So I think technology and
digitalisation will allow us to break the silos. If you look at
concepts such as blockchain and artificial intelligence there’s
a lot of potential there to refine our operational processes,
making sure that the passenger really stands at the core of
these processes.
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Can you give some practical examples of
where airports have squeezed the lemon
and improved services, increased capacity
and improved the management of their
environmental footprint all at the
same time?
A lot has been achieved through airport collaborative decisionmaking (A-CDM), but the challenge is now to get CDM to
the next level – what we call Total Airport Management
and establishing the role of the airport operator as the
Ground Coordinator – a concept we have been developing
at ACI EUROPE. This implies extending the remits of that
collaboration not just between airports, air navigation service
providers (ANSPs), ground handlers and airlines but also
integrating customs and border control along with surface
access transport operators. It will mean providing a truly
seamless travel experience for the passenger, door-to-door,
with a lot more predictability from the moment the passenger
leaves home to the moment they reach their final destination.
The script still needs to be written. We have the vision, but the
difficulty is to change the operational culture, which is the
most difficult thing of all. The challenge will be to identify and
action leverages that will allow us to change the culture and
force people into more cooperation. And that’s going to come
from technology and digitalisation because these processes
will force you into new ways of thinking.
Your question suggests operational efficiency, environmental
efficiency and capacity expansion are somehow contradictory.
I think that’s not the case. Our business transformation
has changed many things for airports – including in the
relationship they have with their stakeholders, the way they
need to get financed and so on. But one thing that hasn’t
changed is that airports have to remain focused on the medium and long-term horizon. Because in order to keep developing
connectivity for their communities, they need to plan, develop
and deliver capacity in advance. And it’s impossible to design
a masterplan and the capital investment to support it for just
the next year or even the next five years. This always has to be
done for the next 20 to 30 years.
The long-term approach is actually what enables that
alignment needed for the future because everything is
interlinked. By planning long-term you make sure you develop
the capacity in a way that is efficient both operationally and
in terms of environmental impacts while securing the revenue
streams you will need for that. Environmental management is
fully integrated into airport strategic planning – and its remits
have expanded from local impacts (noise, air quality, waste,
water and wildlife) to also include global impacts (greenhouse
gas emissions).
All these things – capacity, revenue generation, investment and
the environmental performance – have to be seen within a longterm perspective and that is key to tying them all together. In the
end it is all about sustainability in the wider sense.
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The problem is that all these long-term
development plans have in the past been
vulnerable to the cyclical nature of the
industry. The 2008 financial crisis meant
many of these capacity growth plans had to be
put on hold.
Yes. The Challenges of Growth report shows that there
are sometimes pressures forcing airports to look more at
the short term. More generally, the increasing competitive
pressures faced by airports can also result in a shorter planning
horizon. That’s a risk for our business and for aviation as a
whole. This is why it is crucial that our policy and regulatory
frameworks incentivise a long-term approach.
One aspect of this which is very relevant to us today is the issue
of airport charges. The European Commission is currently
reviewing the EU Airport Charges Directive and I think this
issue – the need to remain focused on the long-term and wider
consumer and societal benefits – should be a critical part of
the review. It’s linked to how you give airports their licence to
finance capacity developments and the need to move towards
the “user-pays” principle – in line the Commission’s approach
for other transport modes.
Since 2014 we have much more stringent state-aid rules for
airports, where government financial support for airports with
more than 5 million passengers-a-year is basically forbidden.
On top of that, European governments generally have no more
appetite to finance airport development. That means you need
to incentivise airports to invest for the long term and need
to attract private investment. So it’s very important that we
get a regulatory framework that keeps incentivising private
investment into airports.
At the same time we see that airlines are increasingly opposing
(either directly or indirectly) airport investment – and the
saga of the runway capacity for the south-east of the UK is
an example of this. Airlines are becoming more focused on
protecting their own dominant position and pricing power
at airports, rather than supporting airport expansion. And
airline consolidation is not going to make that any better.
All this shows that the capacity crunch is really a multifaceted issue, because it touches on environmental and social
acceptability, government support and involvement in effective long-term planning, financial issues and private investment
and operational efficiency. The licence to invest and finance
and the ability to keep attracting private investment in airports
should be at the core of the Commission’s review.
Now, if we go back to talking about improving operational
efficiency we have the issue of slot allocation where current
rules are not necessarily focused on maximising capacity.
In a context where we see more and more airports becoming
congested - 16 major airports in Europe in 2040 will have
congestion levels equivalent to Heathrow today - I think it
will become essential that the slot rules are really made fit for

purpose and ensure a most efficient use of airport capacity
from the point of view of the consumer and wider societal
needs for connectivity. I’m not saying that we should throw the
current slot allocation system out of the window, but there’s a
case for reviewing it and reforming when needed.
The capacity challenge involves critical issues of policy
alignments. It would be very easy to say - “Okay. We face
a challenge which we can do nothing about because
Governments are unlikely to support airport expansion these
days.” But there are things we can do. It’s all about going
forward with the vision set by this European Commission
in the EU Aviation Strategy. This gave us, for the first time, a
comprehensive aviation strategy focused on connectivity and
putting the consumer at the heart of it all. To me, this means
all of us working in the same direction, making sure all the
dots are connected and that we are doing everything we can
to address the capacity crunch challenge. And that involves
addressing issues related to financing and operational issues
in relation to slots and incentivising more A-CDM.
Then there’s the environment and the sustainability issue
where we need to look at aviation as a whole in terms of
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Brussels, Helsinki, Geneva, London Stansted and Budapest
airports celebrate their carbon neutrality at the ACI
World/28th ACI EUROPE Annual Congress, General Assembly
& Exhibition in Brussels (June 2018).

external, local and global impacts. I think we need to see
this within a wider concept of sustainability - looking
also at the positive social and economic impacts and how
you make sure that aviation contributes more to society in
social and economic terms. Given the new political and societal
environment we’re in, we need to address this as a matter
of urgency. It’s no longer just good enough to just develop
corporate social responsibility policies - we need to have a
wider approach to sustainability and really put it at the core of
our business strategy.
Generally, airports in Europe have become much more efficient
from an environmental point of view, both in terms of noise
and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
Noise levels have decreased substantially at most major
European airports, despite significant traffic growth. I think
the challenge for us is that people’s sensitivity to noise is more
acute than it once was. So although we’ve managed to decrease
the number of people impacted by aircraft noise, those who
are exposed are much more sensitive to it than they were 20
or 30 years ago.
If you look at London/Heathrow, for example, the noise
footprint around the airport reduced by 18% between 2010
and 2015 and the population exposed to a certain level of
aircraft noise – 55 decibels or more – has been reduced by 8%.
If you look at the global impact in terms of CO2 emissions
we now have 136 airports certified under the Airport Carbon
Accreditation programme. That’s 68.4% of European passenger
traffic covered, and these airports collectively achieved a
reduction of more than 160,000 tonnes of CO2 between May
2017 and May 2018. So we’re making progress there as well.
But I feel that the pace at which we’re making progress is still
not enough compared to the expectations of people and what
society wants from our sector.
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We do not seem to have made as much
progress in introducing quieter,
cleaner electrically driven airport vehicles
as many people once hoped.
There are many reasons for this. Airports are much less in
control of their facilities than they used to be. When you
look at ground handling, for example, this is something
that airports used to do themselves. Now it is mainly performed by airlines and independent ground handlers.
So we have a level of complexity in terms of getting
people aligned. We have to manage this from a tactical
perspective in terms of day-to-day operations and it’s
complicated because we do not do this work ourselves.
The ground handler normally has a contract with the airline
but no formal relationship with the airport. So how do you
encourage these companies to sign up to the airport’s longterm environmental strategy, especially as ground-handling
companies operate on very thin margins?
You also need to listen to your clients because your business
depends on what your clients want. Many airports think:
“Yes, I want to move to more electric facilities with fewer
emissions but I need to make sure this is not going to place
me at a competitive disadvantage and I don’t want to develop
something that is disconnected from the actual technology
innovation programme of my client.”
Of course we do have a role in this but looking at aircraft
technology a lot of the momentum is with equipment
manufacturers and the airlines themselves. Airlines will
need to purchase that technology and deploy it. Having said
that, we have the example of Avinor who, together with the
Norwegian Airport Federation, is charting a vision to have all
flights of less than one-and-a-half hours operated by electric
aircraft. I think this is a very interesting and promising
example. The first electric aircraft was delivered to Norway
and tested in June this year and the plan is to have the first
commercial electric flight in 2025.
It helps of course that Avinor is the single airport operator for
the entire country.
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INTRODUCING
ELECTRICALLY-POWERED
AIRCRAFT FOR DOMESTIC AIR
TRAFFIC MAKES BUSINESS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL SENSE

Olav Mosvold Larsen
Senior advisor on environmental issues to Avinor
It is very hard to foresee a future without aviation. Especially
in Norway, a country on the outskirts of Europe, for many
practical reasons a long stretched-out half-island with rugged
terrain, deep fjords and few alternatives to air travel over longer
distances. At the same time there is no doubt that human
greenhouse gas emissions must be mitigated. All sectors
of society must contribute – including aviation. Aviation’s
main challenge is that emission reductions are outnumbered
by traffic growth. The total number of emissions from our
industry is increasing. So, how do we go about it?
As an airport operator and air navigation service provider
(ANSP) Avinor has for several years strived to reduce our own
carbon emissions. Our biggest airports are Airport Carbon
Accreditation (ACA) Carbon neutral. We are designing and

implementing curved approaches, continuously working to
make our airspace even more energy efficient, building energy
efficient buildings, looking into solar power, buying electric
cars, phasing in sustainable biodiesel in our snow removal
vehicles – and offsetting our remaining emissions. But that is
not enough.
We are convinced that to be a competitive company in the
future we also share the responsibility to reduce emissions
from the aviation sector. As an airport industry we are in the
same boat. To maintain our licence to operate and grow – and
thus our ability to serve businesses and people with adequate
connectivity – to continue to attract the most talented people
out there, to be accepted by our stakeholders in general, etc.,
we must reduce our emissions.
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Norway’s first battery electric aircraft flying at Oslo Airport in June 2018.
A sign of things to come? (Photo credit: Avinor)

Airlines are investing in more energy efficient aircraft.
Emissions from SAS’ and Norwegian’s fleet per passenger km
has been halved over the last two decades. Energy efficiency
measures are already having an effect today; they are extremely
important and must continue.
As an airport operator Avinor – together with the Norwegian
aviation industry – has been looking into sustainable aviation
fuels (SAF) for more than a decade now. In January 2016
Avinor’s Oslo Airport became the first airport in the world to
offer sustainable aviation fuels to all airlines on a commercial
basis. It was also the first airport in the world where SAF was
dropped into the main fuel farm and distributed in the hydrant
system. But the availability of SAF is currently scarce and costs
are high. The Norwegian government is looking into a drop-in
mandate from 2019. Drop-in mandate or not, there is a clear
role for the world’s governments here. Sustainable aviation
fuels will be crucial on longer haul flights for many decades.
There is considerable interest in – and a good deal of activity
surrounding – the development of electric aircraft. A number of stakeholders, including Airbus, Siemens, Rolls Royce,
Zunum Aero (backed by Boeing and JetBlue) and NASA, are
working with and can see the commercial potential of electric
and hybrid-electric aircraft. Several new challengers are also
entering the market. In Norway, Avinor is playing an active
role in these efforts. Together with the Norwegian Air Sports
Federation (NLF), Avinor has established a long-term project
for the introduction of electric aircraft in Norwegian aviation. The project has broad support from government, parlia-

ment and other stakeholders. Project partners are Avinor, the
regional airline Widerøe, SAS, NLF and the climate foundation
ZERO.
Together with NLF, Avinor has bought Norway’s first battery
powered electric aircraft. The tiny aircraft – a Pipistrel Alpha
Electro – has two seats, flight time of one hour (+ 20 minutes
reserve) and a range of 120 km. Not very impressive, critics
laugh. But keeping in mind that this is the very first serial
produced battery electric aircraft, and that on Norway’s network
of short field airports 20 routes serviced today are shorter than
180 km (the shortest only 38 km as the crow flies) we see a huge
potential here. We believe that Norway is in a unique position
to utilise the first generation of small electric aircraft thanks
to the established local network of small aircraft, great public
interest and government support for transport electrification
and almost 100% renewable electricity.
Based on the information Avinor has obtained from the
aircraft producers, a realistic expectation is that the first small
electric or hybrid-electric aircraft will enter passenger service
in Norway around 2025. Our goal is that all domestic air traffic
in Norway is electrified by 2040. Aviation will then be a part of
the solution, not a part of the problem.
We believe that reducing carbon emissions – also outside
our direct control – is the right thing to do. And that it makes
business sense.
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WHAT CAN BE DONE
TO FIX
EUROPEAN ATM?

Rafael Schvartzman
Regional Vice President, Europe, International Air Transport Association

We’ve arrived at the end of another summer season that has
been blighted by air traffic management (ATM) delays. It is very
disappointing that this year has actually been significantly
worse than previous summers. In August, cumulative ATMrelated delay surpassed the total ATM delay for the whole of
2017. And delay for the Summer period as a whole more than
doubled compared to last year.
Air navigation service providers (ANSPs) cannot say they have
not been warned. This crisis has been building for many years.
And while strikes and poor industrial relations are clearly a
factor, the systemic delay due simply to lack of capacity is far
more damaging. Additionally, we are not seeing the necessary
reforms of work practices, or the required investment
discipline that is needed. In July, IATA’s Director General and
CEO, Alexandre de Juniac, made the airlines' frustration with
the situation quite clear: "Travelers want to get to their holidays
on time, and too many are disappointed because of air traffic delays.
The needed solutions are well-known. With the correct investment
and planning by governments and ANSPs we can, and must, make
next year better."

FOUR URGENT AREAS OF ACTION

To help focus minds on short-term improvements, so that
passengers suffer less next year, IATA wants service providers
to take urgent actions.
1. Reform outdated work practices

Some ANSPs are not deploying their staff efficiently and
this needs to change. Airlines need their service providers to
allocate staff when and where needed – not when and where
convenient. More optimal staff deployment is the most
effective near-term measure that can be implemented to save
summer 2019. For example, one single Area Control Centre
(ACC), Karlsruhe, has this year been responsible for more than
21% of the total delay across Europe. And in France we have
seen particular problems, especially in Marseille but also in
Brest and Reims. We understand that this requires negotiation
with staff and we want ANSP management to do this with
transparency and urgency — DFS, for example, are working
on just that in regard to Karlsruhe, and we hope they can
make swift progress. And we commend the efforts of DSNA
management in France to improve the roster efficiency across
its business. Finally, ANSPs must ensure they have the level of
staffing they need to provide the agreed service quality – we
see that in many cases we are being charged for staffing levels
that are just not being provided.
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2. Empower the European Network Manager

The Network Manager (NM) plays a key role in helping plan
and coordinate the European ATM system. The capacity target
for Europe is being badly missed – airlines and passengers
are suffering the unnecessary delay. A network approach is
the solution since the local level either cannot see or is not
motivated to optimise capacity at a cross-border or European
level. The NM role must be strengthened to include determining the needed configuration of the ATM system in
order to meet the demands of air travelers. Similar to the
role played by the FAA command centre in the US, this will
ensure an optimised network-wide approach whilst also
properly considering local needs. ANSPs mustn’t be cut out
of the decision-making – we expect they will enhance their
engagement with the NM both strategically and tactically. We
consider that some near-term changes are possible but that
the NM regulation needs to be strengthened to allow the NM
to evolve in this direction.

3. Strengthen the Performance and Charging Scheme

The Performance and Charging scheme must ensure that
ANSPs and States produce 5-year plans that will deliver the
capacity targets. Airlines seek cost-efficient service quality at
the agreed standard.
Performance plan investments need to be delivered – since
2012 a total of 27% of the planned and funded investments
have not been delivered. Finally, the Performance and
Charging scheme must include a meaningful consequence
when service providers are paid for a standard of service but
do not deliver it. Airlines cannot accept a situation where they
pay for a service quality with an agreed return for ANSPs yet
the service quality is not delivered and ANSPs nearly double
the agreed return. Indeed European ANSPs collect more than
€ 7 billion per year, and are making an average 9.6% return, a
far better margin over the same period than European airlines
are able to make. And yet, as we approach the new settlement
for the next performance period, ANSPs are asking for more
money.

4. Modernise the infrastructure and implement the Single
European Sky ATM Research (SESAR).

We know that technology and infrastructure modernisation
is key to enhancing safety, capacity and flight efficiency. We
support SESAR and urge states and ANSPs to get on with the
important work of deploying the Pilot Common Project (PCP).
We think there is scope within the regulation to prioritise
those measures identified as capacity enhancing.

THE LONGER-TERM CHALLENGE:
PROGRESS ON THE SINGLE SKY

The long-anticipated remedy for the continuing challenges
facing European ATM has been the Single European Sky
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(SES). The problem is that SES is progressing very slowly –
certainly too slowly to cope with the capacity crisis we see at
the moment. We have seen scant evidence that the Functional
Airspace Blocks (FABs) are making any inroads on the SES
targets of expanding capacity, improving safety, lowering
costs, or reducing environmental impacts. The main reason is
not lack of technical capability, but one of political will (lack
of). An outdated perception seems to exist among states and
individual ANSPs that SES means turkeys have voted for
Christmas, or that politicians risk being accused of bargaining
away the “crown jewel” of sovereign airspace. These beliefs
have been challenged often enough at European and global
level but they seemingly remain a useful cover for a lack of
action.
Neither the EU Commission nor IATA members are giving
up on the SES. SES promises huge improvements in capacity,
efficiency, safety, and environment. But we cannot be
naive about the short-term prospects of success. Therefore,
complementary to SES, we need to pursue other options
for airspace improvements. There are, for example, many
optimisation programmes that can be done within national
borders which complement the SES. Many of the key
developments are actually already known. What is lacking is
strategic direction to deploy resources and plan effectively for
the future.

NATIONAL AIRSPACE STRATEGIES

States, service providers, airports and airlines need a proper
strategic airspace plan for each nation, jointly drawn up
and governed by the ANSP, airlines, airports and other
key stakeholders. Such plans would clearly set out where
investment is required, which capacity bottlenecks need
tackling most urgently, where airspace redesign is required
and so on. Back-office efficiencies, necessary labour reform,
and other important changes would also be incorporated into
these plans. IATA has been actively pursuing this strategy for
the past 18 months. We have agreements to develop National
Airspace Strategy (NAS) in five countries so far: Poland,
France, Italy, Bulgaria and Spain. We are also closely engaged
in Germany and the UK for such plans. These States and
ANSPs have demonstrated a desire for greater strategic input
and partnership with the airline sector.
NASs are a pre-requisite for effectively planning for the future.
Our projections are that European passenger numbers will
increase by around 50% over the next 20 years. The recent
update to EUROCONTROL’s Challenges of Growth study,
carried a similar projection. It went further, suggesting
that without action, by 2040, 1.5 million flights will not be
accommodated. That’s 160 million passengers a year denied
their chance to fly, and every lost journey is an economic and
social opportunity wasted. The economic consequences for
Europe are significant. A study IATA commissioned from SEO
Amsterdam Economics suggested that € 245 bn in GDP and 1
million jobs a year would be foregone from 2036 if European
airspace is not optimised. So we owe it to European citizens to
start fixing this problem now.
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DOING AWAY WITH NATIONAL
BORDERS WILL BE KEY TO
SOLVING THE CAPACITY CRISIS

Jan Klas
Director General, Air Navigation Services of the Czech Republic (ANS-CR)
Executive CEO Committee Chairman, Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation (CANSO)

EUROCONTROL’s recent Challenges of Growth
study has outlined some of the huge capacity
problems facing European aviation. How can
we start trying to solve these issues?
We need to make significant and qualitative changes to the
way in which we provide aviation services. I think there
should be a proper balance between enablers and incentives.
Technology is an enabler of course but alone it is not enough.
I don’t think we can meaningfully implement both technology
and new concepts of operation in an environment which is
still constrained by national borders.
I know many people believe this not important but in my
opinion we must remove these borders and start creating an
environment that would be supportive to this change.
Another important enabler is the institutional framework in
which we operate. We are at a crossroads and it’s important
that all the relevant forces take a positive and constructive
approach rather than spend time blaming each other. We
must first address the capacity problem and define a really
good, capacity-driven strategy for the next five years.
Even a small rise in annual demand of 3% or 4% is creating
a mushrooming of delays. We seem to be in a capacity crisis.
It is bizarre how we seem to fall into the same trap time and
time again - always addressing one major priority while at the
same time creating an environment for the next crisis. In a
very short time the priority has changed from cost to capacity.
But insufficient capacity has been main trap for decades.

Some of our major airline stakeholders think this is an
excuse but it’s not. We need to get out of this never-ending
cycle – the very strong pressure on cost-cutting during the
last performance period has created obstacles to building
adequate capacity. Now we need a capacity-driven strategy for
the next five years and all the major stakeholders should work
constructively together on building it.
Over the next five years we may again experience some drop in
traffic but we should still continue with this strategy because
we need the capabilities to address traffic growth and even a
little bit extra to allow us to have the resources to provide a
qualitative change.
For me this means removing existing national borders and
applying new concepts of operation – only then will we be able
to really efficiently use the technology which is now available.
Technology itself will not solve the capacity problem or deliver
significant efficiency in the way we provide services.

But isn’t that why we have functional
airspace blocks (FABs)?
In my personal view I think we need a slightly different
approach – more of a combined top-down and bottom-up
approach. FABs were clearly started as a bottom-up initiative
but I think the big problem is that there has been a lot of
inconsistency in the way the FABs were defined. Some
were developed because of the good cooperation between
neighbouring ANSPs while others were politically driven.
They have not been consistent in their size and complexity.
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I still think, though, that our FAB is relatively reasonably
structured in terms of the geographical scope. But we can’t
compare it to the Functional Airspace Block Europe Central
(FABEC), for example. And French or German airspace alone, I
think, is large enough to undertake considerable consolidation
without trans-border cooperation.
The initiative by the European Parliament and Commission to
define the optimal European airspace is, in my personal view, a
very good input for a redefinition of the way we organise FABs,
or regional initiatives, as I prefer to call them.
There are other issues which will need to be resolved through
SES 2 Plus or SES 3 – a strong institutional and business
model that should support this kind of qualitative change in
Europe. The performance system is supported by bonuses
and penalties and I do not think this brings any positives to
the ATM world; for example, in the Czech Republic we’ve
been performing quite well during the last couple of years but
still my main concern is that we will not be punished for our
performance. During the years where we created additional
capacity and our charges were below the European average
our income was higher. Sometimes it rose so much we had to
decrease our charges and income accordingly – which meant
that when very unpredictable traffic increases arrived they
created short-term capacity problems.
This is not a way to organise a business. For those ANSPs who
could not comply with the performance criteria a penalty has
had to be paid. But by whom? States would not be willing to
pay so the ANSPs have had to cut additional costs – reducing
capacity further.

Whatever we do, should we not try to
improve the relationship between the
major stakeholders?
Yes. But I understand the airlines’ frustration and I know some
of them believe that they can only change things if they use
very, very strong words. That is something I do not like. I do
not want to criticise my customers because I’m always trying
to understand their views but I think it’s detrimental to their
objectives.
The objective is to provide good services for a good price
in a context of quite dramatic growth. As European ANSP
CEOs we share this objective. But these words are not fair to
the community of controllers because the majority of them
are working at their limits. I would like to thank all of them
because summer 2018 was very difficult for many controllers
and they did their best.
Of course we need to try to mitigate the number of strikes
and minimise their impact; it’s very unfortunate that these
happened to the extent they have. But I say again, most
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controllers are working at their limits, doing their utmost
to provide good, safe services. One concerning issue is that
we are accused of using the extreme weather conditions as
an excuse for not delivering the required service. Weather
conditions have been exceptionally bad recently and I can
assure everybody in the aviation community - and beyond that controllers have been doing a very important job during
these difficult times. This is very important for the future
because more automated systems are being introduced to
increase capacity but many of these tools will not work when a
really strong cold front blows in.

How, as an ANSP CEO, can you balance
the need to keep your costs as low as possible
while finding the money to invest in
long-term controller training and
capacity-increasing tools?
You have to consider all the relevant trade-offs. For example,
this year we were in coordination with the Network Manager
and at the start of the year we said we would be able to provide
hardly any increase in capacity. But because of the overall
network capacity problems we were asked to provide additional
capacity. We were able to increase our capacity by 7% but we
are at the real limit. This is not sustainable. This is the limit
of our system and I think we are already stretching it to the
extent we are creating some problems for our people. If we can
address capacity problems together with our neighbours, if we
are positively motivated to create bigger entities and to provide
services unconstrained by national borders, that would be a
solution. I know that this problem is more urgent in central
Europe than other places but sooner or later we will all have
to address the issue and address the priorities from a network
point of view.
This is what I expect from SES 2 Plus, or SES 3. It must be
supportive of those qualitative changes which are needed.
Without it we will hit a capacity wall. You cannot organise
airspace efficiently in small blocks.

This might make some of the smaller ANSPs
start to feel very vulnerable. What’s going to
happen to their control over their national
airspace?
The institutional set-up must be supportive of qualitative
changes. In today’s environment it’s very difficult to find
five or six motivated ANSPs creating one joint venture;
somebody will always fear being dominated. Politically it’s
not easy.
So we should create an environment which would be
supportive to those changes which will be a win-win for all,
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including the smaller parties. Creating big entities will give
everyone the opportunity to create a better service for our
customers and support the needs of the whole European
network.
But how should we do this? We need to debate this within
CANSO and be more proactive in proposing business models.
That should become part of this new institutional set-up
which would support those qualitative changes, allowing for
the next level of ATM service in Europe.

How did you manage to increase your capacity
in such a short time frame?
We have been stretched to the limits. We have been trying to
implement new concepts and train new controllers. We’ve
made better use of our resources by implementing new ways
of looking at how we distribute workloads between controllers
working at regional airports and within the ATC centre here,
centralising services where we can.
But it’s been tough – the drop-out rate of controllers going
through training has reached 50%, partly as a result of the air
traffic complexity issues we face. But these are short- and midterm fixes. The problem needs to be addressed in a much wider
context.

Are there any capacity-enhancing concepts
coming from SESAR which you think will be
particularly promising?
There are many interesting projects under development which
will definitely contribute significantly to improving efficiency
but I am not sure whether any of these projects will really
contribute now to adding capacity – which is the most pressing
and urgent priority. We need to better organise airspace before
we can implement new concepts of operations and efficiently
use this technology. We will then be able to use all the aircraft’s
airborne systems and share all the relevant data associated
with a business planning trajectory and pre-tactical steps to
de-conflict as much as possible. Technical improvements must
go hand in hand with institutional change.
We must have a consistent approach and here I see an
important role for CANSO. Perhaps at the moment we are not
sure now how to support future conceptual operations with
the proper business model but it is very important that the
business model is consistent.
One school of thought is that we should create a supranational
or European authority providing both service provision
and even regulations, to provide services from one place.
A utopian view from the past. Another school of thought is
that we should create an environment which would be more
business-oriented, supporting the forces allowing ANSPs to
create bigger coalitions and to provide services irrespective of
national borders, providing incentives for them to do so.

Both systems could exist but the worst scenario would be to
develop a system combining elements of both.
Of course I prefer the second model because the first one has
so many risks and, as we have seen from past events, it simply
doesn’t work.

How do you think the relationship between
ANSPs and EUROCONTROL should evolve
towards your preferred model?
We have seen many positive changes since the appointment
of the new EUROCONTROL Director General. It’s a very open
communication which is an important prerequisite for a
better relationship between the two sides. I think it’s essential
that EUROCONTROL should not operate in areas that are the
preserve of industry and I think now there is quite a high
degree of understanding about this.
I am a supporter of EUROCONTROL’s role as Network
Manager because the Agency can benefit from being neutral
and impartial; the NM should have a more active role in the
future. This does not mean giving it regulatory functions
but strengthening the link with organisations, such as the
Commission, which do have regulatory powers.
I see EUROCONTROL as becoming not only a centre of
expertise but also of data for all aviation stakeholders. It’s yet
to be seen how this data should be structured and distributed
but EUROCONTROL is being very proactive in providing data
and it’s up to us now to give our feedback on how we would like
to see it structured and provided, in which format, so we can
use it for the benefit of the entire aviation community.

The latest Challenges of Growth study
suggests that in 2040 we’re looking at
1.5 million flights that won’t be able to be
accommodated. What in the long term will
need to be done to ensure we do have enough
capacity to accommodate demand safely
and efficiently? The extent of the problem
suggests something radical is needed.
The five-year strategy-driven approach should allow us to
have the necessary capabilities and resources to address these
longer-term problems. It needs to be understood that there
are certain limits within the network to how much safety and
comfort we can provide. And of course we cannot compromise
on safety so it may well be that comfort is something that has
to be addressed – in a way that is as positive as possible.
So in congested airspace areas maybe the planning of airport
slots will have to be adapted to the future capacity problem. It
may well be that instead of allowing free route operations in
all parts of the European airspace, we will have to organise it to
prioritise capacity; maybe we will have to consider giving the
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airspace users the opportunity to choose their optimal profile
but then ensure they follow a profile that is optimal for flight
efficiency, time spent in the air and delay reduction.
In today’s environment we offer free route airspace planning
but what is the benefit of this if you have 30, 40, 50 minutes
of delay? And when you have to change your flight level three
or four times because every ATC centre is operating to its
maximum capacity?
We need to start planning from a network perspective, that’s
the very first step. We may not have to adopt these suggestions
because traffic growth may not increase so much in the future.
But if traffic does continue to grow this could be a scenario that
will need to be considered.
The end user is always the travelling public and I would very
much welcome a more constructive dialogue with our airlines
to satisfy the needs of the flying public.

Turning now to your own organisation, the
ANS-CR, how do you see the next five years
unfolding – how are you going to meet some
of the challenges we have talked about?
I think we have quite a good reputation domestically and that
is important for us because it helps with recruitment.
But we operate in a relatively small environment and airspace
demand is quite unpredictable. Over the last two years
imbalances in the system have created an additional 20%
volume in traffic, with some airlines using longer routes
through our airspace to avoid more expensive charges
elsewhere.
This is the problem with how the system is organised, along
national borders, and it’s not a sustainable model for the future.
At the same time the performance scheme is also impacting us
because it doesn’t operate in a clear way.
We are part of the scheme called “Four ACCs” organised by
the Network Manager, which allows us collectively to handle
350 movements a day among the four ACCs. But I can’t predict
what traffic loads will come in the future.
We will of course continue with the very intensive training
programme we have started and we will try to improve our
technology. We will have to implement a new system with
fewer functionalities but which is still compatible with SESAR.
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What kind of revenue streams are you
developing beyond traditional ANSP
business? How far should ANSPs involve
themselves in non-core commercial activities?
We do undertake commercial activities but only those related
to our core business: training, navigational aid calibration and
sometimes consultancy.
We must swim in an environment which is semi-market
driven, sometimes fully-market driven; we are sometimes in
competition with fully subsidised ANSP rivals and sometimes
with fully privatised companies. And I think this has to be
part of a wider debate about how to cultivate this part of the
business. It may well be that in future CNS/ATM services will
be more organised like this and already we see some ANSPs
entering markets which until recently were exclusively the
domain of ATM equipment manufacturers.
That, in my view, should be part of an interesting debate about
how we should cultivate the institutional framework and which
sectors should be purely market-driven and which should be
regulated.
Our training business has been quite successful and we have
just completed a navigational aid calibration contract in Cuba.

So where do you think we should draw the
line? Providing personnel to run air traffic
control services elsewhere in the world?
Providing ATM services in other parts of
Europe because you have spare capacity in
your ops room?
It’s a very good question and needs more thought. My personal
view is that instead of intervening within the sphere of
traditional ATM manufacturers, it’s maybe time for ANSPs,
data companies and even private businesses to consider
forming joint ventures to provide controllers to centres when
they are urgently needed.
I think we need to stay within the sphere of ATM because we
shouldn’t forget that our core business is still regulated.

What kind of pressure are you under to
improve your environmental performance?
I think the most pressing issue is airport noise, particularly at
Prague Václav Havel airport. These capacity problems have
made it more complicated because there the delayed flights
have arrived later than planned. We are trying to help by
developing more noise-sensitive night-time approaches and
applying collaborative decision-making (CDM) procedures at
the airport.
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ROYAL SCHIPHOL GROUP
POWERS ITS AIRPORT
BY WIND

Royal Schiphol Group, Eneco and the municipality of Vianen
opened the first new wind farm in April 2018 and have called
it “Autena”. The farm has three wind turbines, two of which
supply green energy to Royal Schiphol Group. This supply
amounts to around 20 GWh per year, which is comparable to
the annual energy consumption of 17,000 households. Eneco
will build more wind turbines for Royal Schiphol Group over
the next two years, so that by January 2020 all of the power for
the airport company will come from newly constructed Dutch
wind farms.

In 2018 all business units of the Royal Schiphol Group will
run on sustainable power generated in the Netherlands,
following an agreement between generating company Eneco
and the Royal Schiphol Group. Power will be generated by
Eneco's new Dutch wind farms, helping Schiphol to accelerate
the development of sustainable electricity production in the
Netherlands.
Eneco will supply Schiphol, Rotterdam the Hague Airport,
Eindhoven Airport and Lelystad Airport with sustainable
power. Together, the airports consume around 200 GWh,
which is comparable with the consumption of 60,000
households - an area the size of Haarlemmermeer or Delft.
Schiphol wanted nothing but sustainable power generated in
The Netherlands to power its airports. “After all, one thing is
certain: aviation can and must be made more sustainable. We
feel that the most important elements of this collaboration
with Eneco are that all the Schiphol Group airports are
involved and that additional sustainable energy sources will
be developed in The Netherlands. This will allow our airports
to increase their sustainability and offer economic benefits,”
according to a company statement.

The names of the wind turbines at Autena were announced by
primary schools from Vianen who submitted suggestions. The
winning entries were “Flying Electric” from Egbertus primary
school and “GreenTower” from OBS Tijl Uilenspiegel.
Eneco is exploring the possibilities of offering excess green
energy from the wind farm – approximately 10 GWh – to
residents of Vianen. The municipality of Vianen is also
benefiting from the wind farm’s presence, as Eneco will be
contributing €30,000 each year to a spatial quality fund.
Residents of Vianen can submit their own ideas on how to
spend the fund, provided that it benefits outdoor areas.
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THE GRAND SOLUTION
FOR ISTANBUL'S
CAPACITY PROBLEM

Mehmet Büyükkaytan
Chief Operating Officer at Istanbul Grand Airport
As the recent Challenges of Growth report
has shown there is a major capacity shortfall
in the European region – how much more
capacity will the new airport bring (in
terms of passengers and aircraft) and what
environmental constraints are in place to
minimise the impact of the airport on the
environment?
Europe can be regarded as one of the centres of aviation.
Without a doubt, airports in the European Union (EU) are
having serious capacity problems. The main reason for these
capacity problems is a lack of airport expansion space inside
city boundaries. Although clever technological solutions are
being applied to increase airport capacity, the outcomes of
these solutions provide only limited benefits and the capacity
problem remains.
Istanbul’s airports are experiencing the same capacity
problems as European airports. Due to Istanbul's geographical
location, it is a major transit and connection hub for
intercontinental flights, leading to an increase in passengers.
With Istanbul's increasing potential, both in domestic and
international passenger traffic, Ataturk and Sabiha Gökçen,
the city’s existing airports, cannot fully meet expectations.
The primary reason for this is that while the number of
passengers in Istanbul has increased, Ataturk Airport has not
been able to offer the necessary infrastructure to support this.
Many studies have been carried out in an attempt to overcome
the capacity problems, the most serious step being efforts to
expand Sabiha Gökçen Airport.
The grand solution for Istanbul's capacity problem was to
construct a new airport with no capacity constraints. This is
where Istanbul New Airport (INA) comes in. When all phases
are complete, Istanbul New Airport will have the highest
capacity in Europe. It is being planned and constructed with

the target of becoming the biggest airport in the world. The
Turkish Ministry of Transport reserved a spacious area of land
at the northern coast of Istanbul to accommodate this aim.
Master planning of Istanbul New Airport focused on efficiency
both in the air and on the ground. Construction started in May
2015 and the airport began operations in November 2018.
On the first day of operation, INA will have a capacity of 90
million passengers. With its technological infrastructure
and intelligent systems, the airport is designed to carry out
operations above international standards. Efficiency and
absolute customer satisfaction are the main objectives. In
line with phased master planning, the airport will continue
to expand to reach 200 million passengers. The declared firstday capacity is 80 air traffic movements per hour. Utilisation of
special airport systems will enable the airport to offer ultimate
service quality. Use of airspace above the sea will reduce
noise pollution. As the airport is far away from the centre of
the crowded metropolis, negative impacts and unwanted
obstacles will be avoided. There will also be less community
disturbance.

What will the airport look like in 2040 in
terms of terminals and runways?
When all master planning phases are completed, there will be
two main terminals and one satellite terminal, nine runways,
14 parallel taxiways, 250 passenger boarding bridges and 600
aircraft parking stands. The airport is capable of handling
all types of known and forthcoming aircraft types. Other
remarkable features include 32,000 indoor and 50,000
outdoor car park spaces, an aviation medical centre, hotels,
convention centres and state-of-the-art waste treatment and
disposal facilities.
We are set to grow to meet the demand.
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What new airspace management procedures
have been introduced to integrate Istanbul Grand
Airport (IGA) within the complex Istanbul airspace
area? How did the real-time simulations sessions
held by EUROCONTROL and DHMI Turkey help
this integration? Are there any notable nextgeneration air traffic management (ATM) tools
and/or procedures that have been introduced to
improve traffic flow efficiency?
Istanbul airspace is one of the biggest and busiest airspaces in the EU
area. With its independent parallel runways, comprehensive arrival
and departure routes and radically designed point merge system, INA
airspace management will become perhaps the most complicated in
the EU area.
Airspace design and air traffic management in Turkey rests on the
shoulders of DHMI. Once DHMI completed the new design and
procedures for INA, there was a constant need for extensive testing
and validation. At that point, DHMI asked EUROCONTROL to develop
a simulation that could match the scale and complexity of Istanbul’s
new airspace management. The simulation identified and then
eliminated air traffic control human factors, controller workload and
other distractions.
Finally, air traffic management for INA has been reshaped, tested and
validated. As a result of this DHMI and EUROCONTROL collaboration,
fast and efficient air traffic flow in the air and on the ground at INA
is at the safest and most productive level.

What have been the most significant challenges in
developing the new hub and how have they been
overcome? What lessons could you pass on to other
major airports looking to develop major expansion
programmes?
Before the project could start, detailed field studies had to be carried
out. Soil explorations preceded vast soil rehabilitation activities.
The location of the new airport used to be a mining area, which
created the need for a serious amount of soil movement – amounting
to 1,400,000 cubic metres a day. This means we moved twice the
volume of the Grand Pyramid every day. The main terminal building
is 1,400,000 sq metres, equivalent to the floor area of five Empire
State Buildings. You could erect 80 Eiffel Towers with the metal we
used in the main terminal building. The roof of the terminal exceeds
450,000 sq metres, which is enough to cover the Colosseum in Rome
23 times.
Smart construction planning and the use of specific technics enables
us to build different elements simultaneously. The key to success is to
allow many different activities to proceed in harmony.
We never deviate from quality. Ever-changing demands of customers
and the industry will be met by our smart design and field applications. Self-service kiosks and bag-drop stations, smart mobile apps,
more than 80% boarding bridge utilisation, smart guidance systems
from car park to boarding gates, spacious and comfortable passenger
areas and indoor navigation are a few examples of our services.
Istanbul New Airport will set new standards in service quality.
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How do you see traffic developing in Turkey
over the next 10 years in terms of IGA
providing real competition to the Gulf hubs
for connecting services while helping spur the
growth of domestic services? Do you see the
new airport as an essential hub, a new point-topoint destination or a combination of the two?
Globalisation, international trade and a big increase in
population are the main leverages for the recent high level of
expansion in aviation. Average aviation capacity increase in
the world is roughly 6%. The increase in Turkey is around 14%,
more than twice the world’s average. Turkey’s geographical
location offers great advantages for easy connections to Asia,
Africa, Europe and the Americas. Tourism in Turkey is another
leverage for high demand in air transport. Airlines are greatly
expanding to accommodate the demand. Successful aviation
policy management by the Turkish CAA (SHGM), spectacular
success of DHMI as the air navigation service provider (ANSP)
and particular attention to passenger comfort and safety in
Turkey are also important elements in this success.
The Turkish Presidency’s keen attention to aviation
development is the main driver; the vision set forth by the
Presidency clearly marks the importance of Istanbul New
Airport. Capacity constraints at Ataturk Airport will cease to
be a problem with the opening of INA.
The new airport certainly will boost air logistics by providing
nearly 5 million tonnes of cargo annually.
Istanbul is within the range of direct flying times to more
than 200 international destinations and 60 national capitals;
40% of the world’s international flights are within the range
of Istanbul.
The new hub will add value to Turkish air transport
companies. The marketing value of Turkish civil aviation will
increase and visionary strategic planning of the industry will
have better opportunities. Ultimately, Istanbul New Airport
will add tremendous value to Turkey’s economy.

How are plans going to develop the airport
city complex alongside the operational area?
In recent years, airports are not just transportation hubs but
have become the nodal points for urban development. These
nodes are increasingly being branded as concepts such as
Airport Cities, Aerotropolis and Airport Corridors.
Development of residential and commercial centres around
airports depends on airport authority determination,
infrastructural networks, regional economy, regulatory
possibilities, long-term opportunities and accessibility. Istanbul
New Airport is best described as an airport city, offering services
such as an exhibition and conference centre, a shopping centre,
restaurants, hotels, sport centres, a university campus, office
complexes and entertainment facilities.

The INA airport city will be certified to the highest
environmental levels.
The project is high budget and multi-staged. It is the first of
its kind in Turkey. Residents of the INA airport city will be
located smartly throughout. Commercial companies will have
easy access to their needs, while exhibition and conference
centres will be located close to metro and railway stations.
All companies in the airport city will reach their strategic
demands thanks to our well-studied master planning.
Just like the airport’s master planning, the master planning
of the airport city is phased. The ultimate picture shows that
as the airport grows, the airport city will cover four locations.
The main location, which will be unveiled in Phase One,
is adjacent to the main terminal building and includes hotels,
offices and a hospital. The second location will be adjacent
to Terminal 2. As the airport continues to expand to the east, so
will the airport city. Direct connection to the motorway is the
express line to the airport city.

Are you making any special provisions for
low-cost carriers (LCCs)?
Typically, LLCs offer cheaper fares compared to flagship carriers
through effective cost-control as well as fast turnaround at
the airport. Since the advent of LLCs, a new impression has
been formed that flying is not expensive anymore. LLCs are
becoming increasingly important stakeholders for the airports
and the industry.
Although Istanbul New Airport’s current phase does not
include any special provision for LLCs, the future master
plan, namely supplying more slots when the third runway is
ready, will provide more flexibility to accommodate growing
demand during the peak hours as well as throughout the
entire day. Should LLCs find our operational standards and
costs acceptable for their businesses, INA will be ready to
provide services for them. Thanks to advanced futuristic
facilities and elements, we are positive that the industry will
find advantages at INA.
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ISTANBUL AIRPORT

FACTS & FIGURES
Istanbul New Airport, which is 97% complete, represents the largest infrastructure project in the history of the
Turkish Republic and will break ground in many areas from technology to design and passenger experience.

Total project area: 76.5 million m2

Annual passenger capacity:

Project investment cost: €10.2 billion

90-million passenger capacity annually in Phase One;
200-million expandable passenger capacity annually
when all phases are complete

Opening date: 29 October 2018
Cargo city:
Section that will be operational in 2018:
Phase One A: Main terminal building of 1.4 million m2;
two runways; ATC Tower and support buildings

Air traffic control tower:
2

5,000 m , 90 m high (Designed by AECOM and
Pininfarina, inspired by the tulip figure)

Number of passenger boarding bridges: 143
Aircraft parking positions: 371

Main terminal building:
•8 Main terminal building size: 1.4 million m2
• Duty-free zone: 52,500 m2 (to be managed by
		 Unifree, subsidiary of Heinemann Group in Turkey)
•8 Food & beverage area: 32,000 m2
•8 Private passenger lounges: 2,000 m2
•8 Ticket sale and airline office areas: 3,000 m2
•8 Retail area: 13,000 m2
•8 Exchange offices: 21 units (14 air, 7 land)
•8 Passport control points: 228
•8 Terminal entry gates: 7

• Total cargo area: 1.4 million m2
• Cargo capacity: When Phase One is commissioned the
		 capacity will be 4 million tonnes, when all phases
		 are complete the cargo volume will reach 5.5 million
		tonnes.
• Aircraft parking positions: 28
• Agency offices: 300
		•
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Allocation contracts have been signed with six
companies for the cargo city and ground services
campus. MNG, PTT, Çelebi Air Services, HAVAŞ
Sistem Logistics and Bilin Logistics will serve in
cargo city and MNG, PTT, Çelebi Air Services,
HAVAŞ, Sistem Logistics and Bilin Logistics will
serve in the ground services campus. These
contracts that will be valid throughout the
operation period will be worth €250 million.

		•
			
			
			
			
			

According to their 25-year contracts MNG, PTT,
Çelebi Air Services, HAVAŞ, Sistem Logistics and
Bilin Logistics will construct the buildings of the
cargo city and ground services campus and take
their place within the Istanbul New Airport they
serve.

• Employment created during the construction phase:
		 As of February 2018, 36,000 employees of whom 3,500
		 are white-collar staff.
• Employment to be created: When the airport opens,
		 it will create 225,000 jobs directly and
		indirectly.
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Istanbul New Airport’s Economic Impact
Analysis report:
• Istanbul New Airport’s Economic Impact Analysis report
was prepared in 2016 to analyse the objective and unbiased
data managed by the Centre for Economics and Foreign
Policy Studies (EDAM).
• It is important to identify the local, national and global
impact of INA on the aviation, logistics, tourism,
technology, urbanisation and retailing sectors in parallel
with the fast-paced progress of both the Turkish aviation
sector and the companies that operate with a clear mission
and vision for that sector. In this regard, the Istanbul New
Airport’s Economic Impact Report aims to gauge the INA’s
impact on employment, spending and similar economic
activities within the Turkish economy and to impartially
inform the public on a national and international scale.
• When the Global Growth Scenario (Positive Scenario) is
aligned with the Istanbul New Airport’s direct, indirect,
triggering and accelerating economic impact, it is
estimated Istanbul Airlines-related employment will rise
to 225,000 people by 2025.

Architectural design:

The airport design was inspired by Istanbul,
expressed in modern and functional
architecture and reflecting Turkish
architectural characteristics.

• When the Global Growth Scenario (Positive Scenario)
is aligned with Istanbul New Airport’s direct, indirect,
triggering and accelerating economic impact, it is
estimated that Istanbul Airlines-related gross national
product (GNP) will be 4.89% by 2025.
• The Positive Scenario, also known as the Global Growth
Scenario, projects that the world economy will achieve
a rapid growth and the international air traffic of Turkey
will increase by 5.2% every year until 2025. The same
projection applies to the domestic air traffic and cargo
services. Under these conditions, Istanbul New Airport
will reach its 120-million passenger threshold with 69%
international and 31% domestic passengers by 2025.

EUROCONTROL

ONE CAREER,
MANY OPPORTUNITIES.
APPLY TO BECOME AN
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER.
Learn more at:

atco.eurocontrol.int
Connect with our air traffic controller community
on Instagram @maastricht_atc
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PREPARATION WORKS
START FOR HIGH ALTITUDE
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
Over the next decade new generations of aircraft flying at very high
altitudes will enter Europe’s airspace – EUROCONTROL has started work
to integrate them into the current air traffic management system
The only aerial vehicles currently using high-altitude airspace
are military vehicles, the earliest Loon balloons from Google
parent Alphabet designed to deliver internet connectivity and
spacecraft. However, this is about to change as the airspace
above 60,0000 ft (FL600) is targeted by a growing fleet of
aerial systems which plan to operate in the stratosphere. These
range from Boom’s supersonic aircraft – expected to fly in the
early 2020s – to solar-powered, slow-moving craft providing
imagery, detection and connectivity around the globe. Some,
such as Airbus’ solar-electric Zephyr high-altitude pseudo
satellite has already logged 1,000 hours' flying time, while
others such as Stratobus, the stratospheric airship by Thales
Alenia Space, is due to launch in 2022. Nearly all will be
unmanned.
The challenge facing the industry is to find a framework that
enables safe and efficient operations in this higher airspace
without being tied to national borders or encumbered by
heavy regulations. So-called High-Altitude Long Endurance
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (HALE/UAS) will need access
to and from the stratosphere via managed airspace. However
once aloft they do not need – or expect to pay for – airspace
management services.
EUROCONTROL’s Head of ICAO and Concept Unit, Henk Hof,
is responsible for defining in collaboration with stakeholders
and European institutes, a European approach to support
operations of new entrants in European airspace. “Initiatives
to date have been largely US-led,” explains Hof. “The situation in
Europe is slightly different. We have many air navigation service
providers (ANSPs) and we have the Network Manager (NM).”
The concept of operations will be published by early next

year and is part of an overall approach under the umbrella
of the European Commission. “The US is also developing a
concept of operations. Of course we will put them together to find
a harmonised concept. Then trials and standardisation efforts can
take place.”
Hof warns there are still a lot of unknowns, especially when
it comes to integrating supersonic aircraft with slow-moving
craft. “Supersonic aircraft need to be de-conflicted before they
take off from balloons and other vehicles. It will be a new class
of airspace where you have a kind of self-separation.” Most
important, the concept needs to be future-proof, allowing for
growth and possibly other new entrants.
The European activity is part of a wider initiative by the
International Coordinating Council of Association of
Industries Associations (ICCAIA) which launched the Higher
Airspace Working Group in 2017. High-altitude airspace also
featured at the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) Global Air Navigation Industry Symposium held in
Montreal in November 2017, a forum where new concepts,
needs and requirements are considered for inclusion in the
Global Air Navigation Plan (GANP), an ICAO document that
ensures synchronisation of aviation efforts across member
nations. Updated only every six years, the 2019 GANP offers a
unique opportunity to the industry – and the ICCAIA working
group submitted a paper to the recent 13th ICAO Air Navigation
Conference which invited the conference to endorse a global
approach to safe, efficient and economical management in
higher airspace. The Conference has endorsed the need for a
global approach and agreed the next steps to be taken.
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“The operators need a consistent framework to operate within
because they go everywhere. They do not want different regulatory
frameworks around the world,” explains Hof. Operators also
want standards to be developed in as short a time as possible
to keep pace with industry development. Thales Alenia Space
Product Line Manager for Stratobus Jean-Philippe Chessel
says these rules will impact the design of high-altitude pseudo
satellites. “Along with other industrials, we would like to keep
the timeframe short. Because if we have to change the design
of Stratobus, it will be too late to do that in 2021 or 2022.”

stakeholders, then coordinating it at the planning level rather
than at the reactive level.” He believes low-density traffic in
the early phases will allow the industry to learn how to do
this safely. Airbus is looking for further spinoffs, for example
in the fast-growing Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM)
sector below 400 ft. “Techniques and tools under development
now could potentially benefit both types of airspace,” he says.

The company’s Stratobus airship is due to start flight trials
from its production base in Istres, southern France, in 2020.
It is designed to carry out surveillance missions including
land, maritime, offshore oil, piracy, as well as environmental
monitoring missions. With both radar and optical imaging
payloads, it is designed to operate day and night under all
weather conditions, driven by four solar-powered electrical
propellers. It weighs nearly seven tonnes, measures 115 m
long, with a diameter of 34 m. Its position in the stratosphere
at an altitude of 20 km is an optimal position for 5G
connectivity for the telecommunications market. Thales
Alenia Space is an active participant in the Higher Airspace
Working Group, supported by sister company Thales Air
Traffic Management, which brings direct experience of the
manned airspace market.

High-altitude vehicles will also need to access the new class
of airspace, first passing through upper and lower airspace,
a separate area of focus for the working groups. Presentday spacecraft and high-altitude vehicles rely on reserved
airspace to ascend and descend, blocking swathes of airspace
for extended periods. Henk Hof points out this is not feasible
in high-density airspace. “The area needs to be minimised and
made more flexible. When a vehicle has climbed to 20,000 ft,
for example, the airspace below can be re-opened, rather than
reserve a cylinder from the ground to the stratosphere.” Hof
believes launch operations will continue to require airspace
reservations and agreements with local ANSPs.

Meanwhile Airbus opened its first Zephyr factory in
Farnborough, UK, in July 2018, and plans to begin flight tests at
a new Airbus base at Wyndham Airfield in Western Australia.
The solar-electric drone holds the record for the longest flight
of an unrefuelled, unmanned aerial vehicle, gathering energy
through the solar array on the top surface of its wings. By
harvesting sunlight during the day, the aircraft uses stored
energy to maintain altitude overnight.
Zephyr needs very few operating bases in remote locations,
according to Airbus Head of Flight Operations Andrew
Tailby. “We will exploit the extreme endurance of Zephyr, once in
the stratosphere, to move it to the places where we need to deliver
mission effect.” However, to use this technology, Airbus needs
clarity on the regulatory framework. “We are at the bottom end
of the dialogue about space law,” Tailby says. “At the moment,
satellites fly across any space, any time. Commercial aircraft
do so provided they work within the provisions of the Chicago
Convention. We find ourselves stuck uncomfortably in between
the two.”
Tailby says the industry has a golden opportunity in next
5-10 years to develop a user-centric concept for managing
higher airspace. “The idea is to apply a version of TrajectoryBased Operations (TBOs) in higher airspace, which means
communicating and broadcasting your airspace intent to relevant

AIRSPACE ACCESS

The underlying theme, however, remains that of enabling
higher levels of automation, starting with a new class
of airspace user at high altitude. “The strategic part is to
implement this paradigm change in air traffic management
where you have trajectory-based operations and information
sharing through system-wide information management (SWIM),”
says Hof. “If this is demonstrated to work well, then you can also
start to apply it to the lower levels and integrate it slowly to other
categories of airspace users.”

“With the developments
in the higher airspace and
UTM for low-level drone
operations, ATM is in a
sandwich of innovation.”
Henk Hof

Head of ICAO and Concept Unit,
EUROCONTROL
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NEW COMMUNICATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE IS CENTRAL
TO ACHIEVING TRAJECTORYBASED OPERATIONS
EUROCONTROL is at the heart of research into evolving communications,
navigation and surveillance technology into more integrated, digital
services

The current generation of communications, navigation and
surveillance (CNS) infrastructure is showing limitations in
the face of an array of challenges, including traffic growth,
spectrum efficiency, security and new entrants such as remotely
piloted aerial systems (RPAS). Air traffic control is close to
capacity in high-density areas and calls for modernisation
of operations along with enhancements in CNS equipment.
Fundamental to improvement is the automatic exchange of
trajectories and flight-related data between the air and the
ground, using digitised exchanges to increase automation and
reduce human intervention to maintain aircraft separation.
EUROCONTROL coordinated the production of a CNS
roadmap in 2018 as part of the revised ATM Master Plan
(See CNS roadmap shows evolutionary path to an integrated
future, Skyway Spring/Summer 2018) which gives air
navigation service providers (ANSPs), regulators, industry
and airspace users insight into how CNS/ATM infrastructure
will evolve over the next 20 years. In coordination with US
agencies, research activity is driving concept development
in the context of International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) standardisation. The roadmap outlines evolutionary
development of the CNS infrastructure into a more integrated
operational concept — where previously each element was
considered as a separate domain. It highlights opportunities
arising from satellite-based solutions to introduce crossdomain synergies through the use of data across different
applications, increasing competition and lowering cost.
In place of technology mandates, the roadmap advocates a
performance-based approach.

The communications infrastructure in particular needs to
evolve to provide a robust framework to support trajectory
management. Modernisation began more than a decade ago
with implementation of the Pan-European Network Service
(PENS), a dedicated Internet Protocol (IP)-based ground
network serving Europe’s air traffic industry. Along with the
introduction of Voice over IP international communication
standards, these internet services support a more flexible
infrastructure which is changing from legacy point-to-point
communication to a fully meshed network whereby each actor,
whether an ANSP or airspace user, can access information
in a cheap and efficient way. This new communication
infrastructure also comes with risks, for example to
cybersecurity, requiring specific safe-guarding measures, says
Liviu Popescu, IP expert at EUROCONTROL.
The change is also reflected in air-ground communications,
where the gradual adoption of the software-defined radio and
internet technology is accelerating the shift from analogue to
digital. The current infrastructure is based on VHF data link
(VDL) Mode 2 technology, but this has limited bandwidth
capacity and does not support full trajectory management,
so other technologies are being developed to support and
increase data exchange in the future. These include satellite
communications (SATCOM), which is already used in oceanic
airspace; AeroMACS broadband 4G wireless system, which
is in place at some airports, and L-band digital aeronautical
communications system (LDACS), which is expected to be
standardised by 2018.
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Europe’s efforts to modernise VDL M2 infrastructure encountered difficulties in 2015, when the region failed to meet
the European Commission’s mandate to implement Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN) data-link
services. The unusually high number of disconnections
between the ground infrastructure and airborne avionics –
known as Provider Aborts (PAs) – led the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) to conclude ATN was not sufficiently
robust to support data-link services. ANSPs and airspace users
are now making significant progress towards meeting a revised
Commission deadline of 2018 for ground infrastructure, and
2020 for airborne equipage.

B2 is standardised and ready to be validated then further
deployed. The technology has already been used to support
initial four-dimensional (i4D) flight trials in Europe, and
4D trajectory demonstrations by the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). “ATN B2 is backwards compatible with
ATN B1 and can operate with any technology, such as SATCOM,”
says Pouzet. “There is no mandate for the time being, but we believe
that by 2025 most new aircraft will be equipped with ATN B2.” A
rule-making group working for EASA is preparing the ground
for just such a mandate, and the SDM should include ATN
B2 research and validation activities in the second Common
Project (CP2) programme due for publication in late 2018,
channelling Commission funds to support implementation.

EUROCONTROL Head of the Communication and Frequency
Coordination Unit, Jacky Pouzet, says the air segment is
progressing, with about 40% of aircraft already equipped,
and the ground infrastructure is expected to be operational
by the end of 2018 — at least in the core area of Europe based
on SESAR Deployment Manager (SDM) plans. “Things are
progressing, but the difficulty is for the ANSPs and airlines to
meet the deadline. The airlines have invested about €450 million,
but the service is not always available on the ground.” Moreover,
the current mandate relates to version B1 ATC technology,
rather than more recent B2, which includes the Automatic
Dependent
Surveillance-Contract
(ADS-C)
capability
necessary to support trajectory management. ADS-C delivers
data such as position, speed and importantly navigational
intent, directly from the Flight Management System (FMS)
on board the aircraft. This data enables air traffic control to
generate trajectory alerts, for example updating estimates for
a downstream waypoint directly to the FMS.

European agencies meanwhile are looking at how long VDL
Mode 2 (VDL M2) can support the growing volume of data-link
communications, especially for new aircraft, before it runs out
of bandwidth. “It is important to understand how long we can
expect VDL M2 to support data link needs which are expanding and
to actively work on developing additional bandwidth for the future,”
says David Isaac, EUROCONTROL’s Datalink Performance
Monitoring Manager. The Network Manager publishes regular
status reports which show where controller pilot datalink
communications (CPDLC) over the ATN is operational, along
with the number of provider aborts. These have fallen steadily
from around 30 per 100 operating hours a few years ago, to
around 4.4, as shown in the graph below. The target is to bring
these down to one or less. Multi-frequency plays a growing
role, and airspace users now have access to four frequencies
compared with only one in 2016, enabling VDL M2 to continue
to operate.
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In the interim, the emphasis is on demonstrating new
technology, such as LDACS for aviation safety and critical
communications and the use of commercial technologies for
other exchanges, under the SESAR programme. “We have to
encourage SESAR to proceed with the validation process of LDACS
relatively quickly,” warns Jacky Pouzet. “The technology has been
developed, spectrum has been booked, and if we do not act quickly
we may have problems keeping the spectrum.” The challenge is
also to define the concept for full 4D trajectory management,
ahead of it being mature enough for implementation.
New technologies will do more than simply replace VDL
M2. For example, new radios with time-keeping capabilities
can measure the distance between mobile radio and ground
stations, supporting both on-board navigation and surveillance from the ground. This potential to reduce the number
of systems in operation, while not yet mature, is recognised
in the CNS roadmap. “The idea is to see how we can reduce the
number of boxes and antennae that you need on board the aircraft
to reduce the cost. When you use new technology which performs
better and costs less than the old technology, you reduce the cost
of the ground infrastructure as well,” says Pouzet, providing a
glimpse of what the CNS/ATM infrastructure might look like
in 2030.
Experts now have to work together to develop the new models
and integrate all the players, like nodes within a network, to
provide the necessary data for safe operations. This can only
work if CNS evolution is addressed globally with all the actors
participating in data exchange.

“For the first time ever,
the average number of
provider aborts have fallen
steadily from 30 to 4.4”

Jacky Pouzet

Head of the Communication and
Frequency Coordination Unit, EUROCONTROL
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CORUS MAKES PROGRESS
IN DEVELOPING A CONCEPT
OF OPERATIONS FOR UAS
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
A draft version of a UAS traffic management operational concept
has been drawn up with a more defined version being prepared for
January next year

EUROCONTROL and eight partners (see box on p.51) are
writing a Concept of Operations (ConOps) for unmanned
aerial system (UAS) traffic management (UTM) in Europe,
sometimes referred to as U-space.
The project is known as CORUS, and is primarily interested in
the airspace below that used by visual flight rules (VFR) traffic,
initially focusing on the needs of small drones, which are
typically used for inspection, photography or delivery. CORUS
is concerned with visual line-of-sight (VLOS) operations where
the remote pilot can see the aircraft, and beyond visual line-ofsight (BVLOS) operations where the pilot cannot.
The first version of the CORUS ConOps has emphasised the
management of risk associated with BVLOS operations, which,
in the short term, will be the foundation for many commercial
drone delivery services.
CORUS proposes three “colours” of airspace in which different
services are offered but which have their own distinct entry
requirements. Red airspace can be thought of as a no-dronezone area, such as the airspace which surrounds a nuclear
power station. But the operator of the power station might
want to use a drone to inspect a tall structure there – so it
should be possible to fly drones in a red airspace with specific
permission.
In Green airspace there are few services offered and the remote
pilot must rely on eyesight to maintain safety. Green airspace
is suitable for VLOS operation, but BVLOS in Green is very
risky unless the drone has features such as detect-and-avoid
technology which can work with uncooperative targets.

Amber airspace offers services to enable BVLOS operation
with reasonably low risk, but without reducing airspace
capacity to an excessively low level. The services offered in
Amber require that every flight is planned – but the drone
flight plan will be different from the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) flight plan used in manned
aviation. Operation in Amber also requires the remote pilot to
be connected to U-space to receive services during the flight –
including emergency warnings, for example, of the approach
of a manned aircraft.
The CORUS project runs in parallel with eight SESAR 2020
exploratory research projects looking at specific drone
technology questions, as well as two demonstrations one of
which is PODIUM (Providing Operations of Drones with Initial
UTM) (Skyway, Spring/Summer 2018).
The CORUS ConOps should support the work of these and
other projects, such as the overarching drone concept being
prepared by EUROCONTROL with the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) under the leadership of Mike Lissone,
UTM Integration Manager for EUROCONTROL. In order
to build a consensus for the CORUS ConOps, the project
reaches out to three types of stakeholders: “sibling” project
members; an advisory board set up by CORUS that includes
21 aviation organisations from the following sectors: airports,
manufacturers, insurers, operators, other airspace users,
NASA and air navigation service providers (ANSPs); and
third, more than 100 organisations and individuals who
have approached CORUS to contribute as part of the U-space
community network.
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The CORUS project is structured around three workshops,
to which the different stakeholders have been invited. The
first was in January 2018 at the Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya (UPC) in Barcelona, Spain and attracted more than
100 participants. During the first workshop CORUS set out to
describe the problem that U-space aims to solve and asked the
attendees what they expected from U-space. It was guided by
Marc Bourgois of the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre.
The work was divided into small groups with simultaneous
presentations and discussions, allowing the organisers to
understand which views were held by many and which views
were more individual.
After refining the information collected and studying other
contemporary work, the CORUS work group developed the
first version of its U-space ConOps.
A second workshop, in June 2018, was hosted by the Ecole
National de l’Aviation Civile (ENAC) in Toulouse, France.
Again, a small-groups format was used, and simultaneous
presentations were made in seven different rooms. At this
second workshop the first version of the ConOps was presented
and opinions sought.
The results of this work will be integrated within the next version
of the ConOps, which will be presented at the third workshop to
be held 22-24 January 2019 in Rome. For ConOps proposals and
comments please contact corus-mgt@eurocontrol.int.
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CORUS is an exploratory research project, part of the Single
European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) 2020 programme. The
project kicked off in September 2017 and will run until August
2019.

The Concept of Operation for EuRopean UTM System
(CORUS) consortium
The CORUS consortium comprises
EUROCONTROL (coordinator), plus:
• Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH (DFS),
Germany’s national ANSP
• Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V
The German Aerospace Centre (DLR)
• Direction des Services de la Navigation Aérienne (DSNA) –
France’s national ANSP
• HEMAV – a drone operator based in Barcelona
• ENAV – Italy’s national ANSP
• NATS – the UK’s national ANSP
• Unifly – a UTM software company based in Antwerp
• The Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) –
Catalonia’s largest engineering university
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INCREASED TRAFFIC
LOADS REQUIRE A
NEW APPROACH TO

CONTROLLER
WELL-BEING

A new programme to reduce stress levels and increase
performance among controllers is being pioneered at
the Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre (MUAC)

Innovation

The last few years of sustained traffic growth in the core traffic
regions of Europe have meant more work and increasing levels
of stress for controllers.
“At the Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre (MUAC) we plan our
controllers strictly based on demand, leading to roster efficiency
levels above 90%, far higher than in other parts of Europe,”
says Martin Schneider, Operations Manager Air Traffic
Management at MUAC. “The main reason for this is that we are
using rosters in a very flexible way; a huge variety of different shift
types to follow the daily requirement, combined with a demanddriven distribution of shifts, so in the summer the controllers work
more shifts than in the winter, for example. However, we have to be
aware that these efficiency improvements can increase stress levels.
People got used to working in a more business-oriented way over the
last few years. And even if, compared to the past, the current rosters
mean that there are fewer working days and more time off, this can
also generate stress in people’s personal lives. Still, it doesn’t matter
where this stress comes from – we have a duty to deal with it.”
While safety margins have improved in many areas, the higher
workload has increased the threat of burnout and reduced
productivity. Most European air navigation service providers
(ANSPs) would agree that in the short term, more controllers
are needed, and airspace should be redesigned to reflect traffic
levels rather than the location of national boundaries. In
the long term, if all forecasts for continual traffic growth are
accurate, new automated tools will be needed to take away
some of the more mundane, routine tasks from controllers or
add to the predictability of the overall air traffic control system
so the number of aircraft a controller can safely handle at one
time can grow.
“When I started in 2001 we handled on a peak day 3,500 flights.
Now on the busiest day we can reach 5,700,” says Remco Hustings,
a MUAC controller. “We have better tools and systems now but
in the end the mind still has to process everything, so there’s more
stress. So we have to make sure that as controllers we continue to
increase our resilience and maintain our ability to do the job. To
a certain level stress is very helpful, but you must recognise when
that stress gets too much for you and sometimes other people notice
that before you do; colleagues have to understand the signals and
the controller must be open to accept the help on offer. So we try to
train the people here and give them the confidence so they can talk
about it.”
But will improved workplace technology produce the required
productivity increase if there is no parallel improvement in
the well-being and performance of the people who operate the
new systems?
A new programme has begun at MUAC which focuses on
finding new ways to improve human performance. It centres
on developing well-being among staff, building energy
levels and resilience by counteracting fatigue and stress
problems while increasing staff engagement and improving
staffs’ general lifestyle. The MUAC Energy and Resilience
Management Project has been running since September 2016.
Its aim has been to help controllers and line managers identify
the early signs of stress that can reduce performance and then
take appropriate actions to mitigate it. It has been pioneered
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by Marinella Leone, a Human Factors Manager at MUAC,
working with Ellen Beckers, a controller who has turned to
coaching following her own experiences of having to handle
the stress of an increasing workload and is now a human
performance coach herself.
The project (see table on p. 55) offers a wide range of classes
and workshops, from sleep strategies, emotional intelligence,
energy management, resilience management, mindfulness
and yoga to postural training. The project aims to address
problems such as worry, indecisiveness, perfectionism,
emotional load, social connection and willpower. While most
operational staff generally have jobs which fit well with their
skills and ambitions, even a stimulating job such as air traffic
control can eventually become repetitive.
“You can still improve your own performance even if you don’t feel
you have stress-related issues – as well as working to ensure you
spot the signals which tell you when you are going into overload,”
says Marinella Leone. “Some people go for the more practical
initiatives such as postural workshops, while others prefer the more
introspective support to work on better ways to face challenges.
People who want to improve themselves are naturally attracted
by this kind of performance enhancement initiative. I’ve just had a
comment from a colleague who told me her energy level has totally
changed since she’s been getting the help of the nutritionist. Many
people have problems with sleep, especially during some of the latenight shifts, so the first energy workshop last year was dedicated
to stress management training and we are continuing to provide
awareness in other sessions.”
The programme started slowly, with just a handful of
controllers actively participating, but over the past year or so
it has become more popular and is now used by a growing
number of employees from throughout the organisation.
Marinella Leone has written a study – Human Performance
Improvements in an Air Traffic Control Centre – which looks
at pressures on the current workforce and how they can be
mitigated, along with the skills and attributes that will be
required of future generations of controllers.
“Healthy and motivated employees are a prerequisite for
organisations to create a versatile and efficient workforce,” says
the research. “This becomes increasingly challenging in work
environments characterised by high levels of psychosocial risk
factors. MUAC therefore decided to pay more attention to the
human, and for this, a blended approach was adopted in order to
optimise the well-being of employees at work. The concentration
has so far been focused on the operational room staff. However, it
is recognised that similar attention to the welfare of all employees
will bring benefits to the organisation.”
“When the company focuses on people along with the strategies
of new tools and technical concepts – which can often change
the abstract environment but leave the human being alone
and undeveloped – it can help develop the full potential of an
organisation,” says Marinella Leone. “It’s a shift from the machine
to the human, while I am still working on their interaction in my
daily job.”
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For most of the project users, the development process towards
a coaching trajectory starts with the use of an online tool,
which uses tailored strategies to reduce stress and increase energy levels for staff in both their private and professional lives.
The tool creates a user profile with the aid of a questionnaire,
which provides a view of individual performance by evaluating job resources versus job demands, understanding how
stress at work and home is feeding into workplace behaviour
and identifying what strategies the participants need to apply
to cope better. The goal of the individual coaching trajectory,
customised according to the questionnaire results, is not to
take away all stress from the employees: a completely stressfree environment will not lead to more engaged employees.
The idea is that if the organisation supports the employees to
deal with challenges with the appropriate tools in a stimulating environment, they will feel much more energised in the
long run.

WELL-BEING
STRESS

ENGAGEMENT

Job Demands

Job Resources

Personal Resources

Lifestyle

“We have had a good start – it’s not easy to say how many burnouts
or similar we’ve prevented but if we want to change the culture it is
important to do this work,” says Martin Schneider. “We also need
to find new ways to bring people faster and healthier back into the
operations room. A shorter and robust recovery is a joint interest.
But the project is really aimed at preventing stress-related absences
rather than dealing with the consequences. Next year we plan
to introduce a training module for supervisors to help them spot
the early signals so they can quickly start developing mitigation
methods.”

It is not a programme which all controllers will feel comfortable
in accessing – but for those that do the benefits are proving to
spread well beyond the workplace.

“Once they start to break the barrier of ‘I’m fine, this is not for me,’
people often find they quickly move from one module to others
– especially when they see what the whole project entails,” says
Marinella Leone.
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A RANGE OF STRESS-RELIEVING
WORKSHOPS AND CLASSES
• The workshops on Energy, Emotions and Stress are
designed for people who might face situations of
uncertainty in a complex working world and would like
to maintain the right intensity of energy, a well-balanced
emotional state and a positive level of stress.
• Specific People Management Training for Supervisors,
as well as Emotional Intelligence training, is customised
according to the role covered in the new supervisory and
line management structure. Line managers learn to be
comfortable with their own emotions, and to read and
deal with the emotions of their staff. Coaching sessions
provide the opportunity to tailor actions and behaviours
to specific situations.
• Learning opportunities are provided by the project to
build Willpower, deal with Perfection, and improve
Decision-making Capability to deal with job demands
effectively and boost staff energy levels.
• The Focus to Reconnect workshops are designed for
people who feel the need to reset and reboot, to reconnect to themselves or to the external world, to colleagues
and teams, and to the reality of their job. Participants are
invited to experience mindfulness techniques integrating
body and mind connection. The practice of Mindfulness,
which means being aware and attentive to the present, is
also encouraged.
• Staff are coached on how to introduce Positive Routines
and Rituals, which give them control and help them feel
balanced. They make it easier to deal with willpower

problems, daily decision-making, mental load and
negative situations which cause negative thoughts
and emotions. Group coaching to increase the range of
Sleeping Strategies is a frequently held workshop.
• It is well known that Nutrition is a key source of energy
for the body. Fruit and nuts are therefore available in the
operations room and a nutritionist is at the staff's disposal
for workshops and individual nutrition consultations.
• Workshops to find Balance with Posture at workstations are designed for those who experience chronic or
recurring pain because of their physical working environment or as a response to stressful situations.
• Training and coaching programmes are provided to
increase Flexibility and Resilience. Strengthening Resilience training uses a heart-rhythm monitor, HeartMath,
to check the participants' heart-rhythm patterns in real
time and learn and practice specific techniques that make
use of personal bio-feedback.
• The project also provides Resilience Empowerment
support to people facing a high level of demotivation or
those returning after a long period of absence due to
high stress, fatigue, depression, burnout or illness.
This training is also designed for the team and manager
required to reintegrate these people.

